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Q1 Looking forward 10 years, what kind of place would you like Elstree
and Borehamwood to become?

Answered: 120 Skipped: 9

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Friendly/. Not quite sure 12/3/2022 6:01 AM

2 A place where the High Street has an array of shops and not so many fast food restaurants. A
place where there is respect, with a vibrant and affordable entertainment theatre for the
community

12/1/2022 1:48 PM

3 A safe place with a diverse population who all contribute. PLUS, all the amenities and services
needed by the population readily available and accessible for all.

11/28/2022 1:54 PM

4 A space for young people as well as old and a town where you can get anywhere safely
without a car in 15 mins.

11/26/2022 1:03 PM

5 Less Crowded. Cleaner paths & paths on both sides i Barnet Lane, Elstree Hill & Allum Lane 11/26/2022 7:49 AM

6 We would hope that Elstree Borehamwood would remain a green space or even become a
greener space for the community residents, visitors and also the animals that live in it. We do
not need another huge building that take over a massive green space to be destroyed. The
nature and environment needs to be protected and maintained as apposed for this large
industrial companies taking over just because they have the money to pay for it. We have
seen many foxes and wildlife coming out of the greenspace that sky studios want to expand
into. This is honestly a big shame that these people do not think of this. Planting a few trees
will not cover this space not will it be as natural as it currently is. Plus having read a number of
information leaflets about it, it will only create another 84 jobs. Its not worth it. We do not need
more movies. We need to fight climate change - the real problems of the world, not
entertainment that distracts people from reality and the things we need to contribute to as a
community. If leaders of communities and the government do set an example of what needs to
be focused on more then no will care, no one will focus on the real issues or want to do
something about it.

11/25/2022 12:00 PM

7 A safe place to live in, with a variety of facilities and a bustling high street for all parts of the
community to enjoy.

11/24/2022 11:12 PM

8 A place where the population to service ratio is good 11/24/2022 12:24 PM

9 Greener.more green open space 11/23/2022 7:16 AM

10 A concrete jungle with all green open spaces taken away, traffic at a standstill, cars parking on
top of each other, air pollution increased, lose more bus services? That's 5 years, 5 more to
think about?

11/22/2022 2:39 PM

11 Happy 1 11/21/2022 6:14 PM

12 I would like Elstree & Borehamwood to be back in the GLA. What the LCC/GLC built is being
destroyed by HCC & HBC. We desperately need a tube extension because of the
developments that have been since I came here with my family in the late fifties. Most of the
working public in Els/B/wood work in London and that's what Borehamwood was built for. HCC
has stopped paying TfL for the buses and that was the final straw for me, we should be getting
closer to London, not moving away for it, we are in Herts but also Greater London and need
GLA NOT HCC or the pathetic WD6 postcode and HBC. Elstree & Borehamwood council get a
grip... look where we are on the map! my family didn't move here because we were under HCC
it was because of the London expansion and B/wood was LCC. This is very important for
future infrastructure development in this area, especially public transport, we need more TfL,
not so much HCC. Why are the powers that be making it hell to get to work?

11/18/2022 10:04 AM

13 A clean and healthy place to live 11/16/2022 8:42 PM

14 Family friendly with sufficient access roads in and out of Borehamwood, something it currently 11/15/2022 7:15 PM
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lacks. Additionally there needs to be better infrastructure such as doctors surgeries and dental
clinics (NHS).

15 More family friendly 11/14/2022 9:17 AM

16 A community made up of generations of families and not a mini London borough 11/13/2022 11:24 PM

17 A thriving affluent town, surrounded by plenty of green space for long walks 11/13/2022 10:08 PM

18 Safer, more choice of shops and cafe. More indoor spaces for children, young people and
families

11/13/2022 10:00 PM

19 1. A thriving community for all ages. The town centre is dirty and tired with a complete lack of
colour and planting. It needs a full refurbishment so that walking Shenley Road becomes a
pleasure. There should be more facilities, particularly for teenagers, young adults and middle
aged e.g. more classes, talks, organisations to join. Currently most activities are focussed on
over 65. The facilities should be sufficient for the existing population. This also goes for
Elstree village which has nothing to draw visitors at present apart from Schopwick Surgery.
The Green Belt should be retained as farm land or available to the public. It is vital to the
wellbeing of the community. More outdoor activities in our green spaces should be organised
eg walks, nature trials, wildlife activities and protection to ensure young people are enjoying
and appreciating the benefits of the outdoors and nature.

11/11/2022 12:59 PM

20 Safe, clean and less built up area with things to do for all ages 11/6/2022 10:25 AM

21 Still have green belt with footpaths and bridleways 11/3/2022 6:43 PM

22 Safe and clean with sufficient drs, dentists and police. 11/3/2022 11:39 AM

23 The 11/2/2022 10:48 PM

24 Better than it is now. More of a community More looking like a well kept place to live- with
better car parking for the shops/boulevard and better roads for the extra traffic we have

11/1/2022 8:00 PM

25 A local friendly place where neighbours look out for each other rather than just another small
place looking to become bigger

11/1/2022 7:25 PM

26 A much improved high street 10/28/2022 9:05 AM

27 Built up, congested roads, no greenbelt 10/27/2022 10:12 PM

28 Less built up, loosing too much green space. 10/27/2022 7:07 PM

29 More family’s 10/27/2022 6:11 PM

30 Less traffic 10/27/2022 8:40 AM

31 Better road system as absolutely gridlocked trying to get out of bwood and Elstree. Cycle
lanes . Better gp provision. Still have green belt land for lovely walks etc

10/27/2022 7:18 AM

32 Cleaner 10/27/2022 6:18 AM

33 A buzzy place that attracts young families to live in 10/26/2022 11:04 PM

34 Smart and neat 10/26/2022 7:54 PM

35 Well supported with good roads, plenty of NHS facilities (Doctors and Dentists), with due
consideration given to keeping green areas and not building on them

10/26/2022 3:20 PM

36 Quieter, less polluted, less congested and healthier. 10/7/2022 12:17 PM

37 A safe area, where the local landscape is respected and kept tidy. Good community cohesion,
low crime. Local crime such as antisocial behaviour is kept controlled and current wayward
teens and vandals are stopped and controlled.

10/5/2022 8:56 PM

38 A “neighbourhood” that doesn’t feel so “divided” by politics, that actively encourages local “pop-
up” businesses as a town that they can grow from & employee local workers ie the bi-weekly
street market would be a good example. A town that utilises the space it has to encourage
people to get fitter & healthier - not just at a gym - but outside space too. A place that looks &
feels different to others towns - in a more positive way

10/2/2022 7:29 AM

39 Back to a village feel with a sense of community 10/2/2022 7:16 AM
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40 A safer place for my children to grow up in which has better outside areas and less council
properties.

10/1/2022 11:13 PM

41 Unfotunately more built up, noisy and dirty. 10/1/2022 8:35 PM

42 A model of a 15-minute city, which also offers fantastic education to its young people, and
preserves the surrounding nature and biodiversity for future generations

9/30/2022 11:29 PM

43 Less busy and more community focussed 9/30/2022 9:32 PM

44 Maintain and protect it's Green Belt, green spaces and countryside. 9/30/2022 7:30 PM

45 Vibrant with family homes 9/30/2022 7:01 PM

46 A green and healthy place to live with plenty of green spaces for residents and visitors to
enjoy. Better infrastructure of every aspect. Safer pavements, footpaths and roads.

9/30/2022 6:35 PM

47 Prosperous, self-contained, London commuter town 9/30/2022 5:29 PM

48 safe place to live with infrastructure to support the growing community 9/30/2022 2:20 PM

49 Less traffic. No more building on green belt 9/30/2022 1:00 PM

50 Not too different. Lots of green spaces and green belt, more doctors, less traffic and proper
social housing not affordable which isn't affordable.

9/30/2022 12:37 PM

51 A place that still has Green Space. 9/30/2022 12:32 PM

52 Family community with green belt and fields 9/30/2022 12:21 PM

53 Left alone. To much development already. 9/30/2022 11:43 AM

54 Less busy 9/30/2022 11:30 AM

55 Cleaner streets, drug free, crime free, decent highstreet worth shopping in 9/30/2022 9:28 AM

56 As it is now, a haven of peace and quiet with undamaged green belt. Councillors who listen to
their constituents.

9/30/2022 9:09 AM

57 Greener less traffic preserved greenbelt and a council that listen to its people Sustainable
affordable housing on existing brownfield Sufficient gp access and schools

9/30/2022 8:58 AM

58 Better roads 9/30/2022 8:05 AM

59 A nice clean safe place to live. 9/30/2022 5:11 AM

60 A place that looks nice, clean and is safe to live 9/29/2022 10:07 PM

61 Clean modern place, similar to the Watford redevelopment. 9/29/2022 9:32 PM

62 Actually i quite like it how it is. I would say a bit of love for the smaller parks like Rippon park.
Less crime and anti social behaviour in certain parts of town. Other than that Borehamwood
has a brilliant community spirit, there is always someone willing to help. For example gratitude
and WD6food. There is loads of free events for the kids. As well as local crafting groups etc
for the elderly.

9/29/2022 9:09 PM

63 keep it green and free of new developments, explore opportunities for community benefits and
maximise opportunities to explore nature and green spaces

9/29/2022 9:01 PM

64 A semi-rural area where we can still enjoy nature at its best. 9/29/2022 9:00 PM

65 A friendly and town like place as it still feels now. I don't anymore restaurants and take aways,
wr need a woder variety of local retail shops

9/29/2022 8:45 PM

66 To still have access to the Greenbelt which is important for the local residents. 9/29/2022 8:41 PM

67 A place where families and close-knit communities can enjoy and appreciate an abundance of
outdoor space, nature and parks whilst still having the convenience of a well-looked after, safe
and relevant high street. Outdoor areas such as Red Road Park and Cowley Hill fields are
thriving nature zones

9/29/2022 8:30 PM

68 A thriving place to live with a strong local economy, decent nighttime economy, good education
and primary healthcare provision with affordable, reliable transport links to London and SW

9/29/2022 7:08 PM
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Hertfordshire.

69 A safe and friendly town with better infrastructure 9/29/2022 6:48 PM

70 Not built up with so many houses 9/29/2022 6:42 PM

71 A family friendly place with lots of green spaces. The fields around and parks here are just
wonderful for children, families and everyone.

9/29/2022 6:33 PM

72 Healthy and full with green life 9/29/2022 6:21 PM

73 A quiet peaceful green town 9/29/2022 5:54 PM

74 A lovely town in Hertfordshire with green space and the feel of the countryside that we have
the the lovely farmlands and field areas

9/29/2022 5:49 PM

75 Not the concrete jungle it’s becoming! Leafy, with fields, parks and wild life in tact!! Nice
houses but with supporting infrastructure which we don’t have

9/29/2022 5:42 PM

76 Green and pleasant with lots of open spaces and little traffic 9/29/2022 5:41 PM

77 Pretty much as it is now 9/29/2022 5:35 PM

78 Peaceful, fun loving community with something for all ages. NOT overdeveloped 9/29/2022 5:19 PM

79 A safe and welcoming place to live and work without being completely built up 9/29/2022 5:05 PM

80 a village that keeps its green belt 9/29/2022 5:04 PM

81 Vibrant, good shops, safe, things for people of all ages to do 9/29/2022 7:02 AM

82 A town with more health facilities. 9/28/2022 4:54 PM

83 Less crowded! Housing development has reached its peak especially when there is inadequate
infrastructure. As the town is known for TV and film productions for over 100 years we should
reflect that with a dedicated theatre and film museum to attract visitors. The community
theatre in Hertswood Academy does not appear to be in use for the general public as it was
intended. I have not seen any shows advertised.

9/28/2022 1:45 PM

84 To remain the beautiful GREEN country side place to live that it currently is. 9/28/2022 12:23 PM

85 I would like it to retain its charm which is all the fields and farms. No development on the green
belt, no swathes of flats. Borehamwood centre could be enhanced but not extended.

9/19/2022 4:23 PM

86 Popular family friendly living area. 9/19/2022 1:04 PM

87 A place which is safe, clean and easy for transport accessibility. 9/19/2022 9:25 AM

88 Exciting, a destination to travel to for things to do but also relax in 9/18/2022 1:55 PM

89 A place where people who live there feel proud of. A tidy town looking kept. 9/17/2022 10:26 PM

90 Better provision of services such as GP surgeries, health and welfare facilities. Investment
into countering the death of the high street and replace shops that close rather than putting in
more nail bars and take aways.

9/17/2022 8:03 PM

91 A happy and safe place with a lovely shopping area. 9/15/2022 1:57 PM

92 To retain all its current Green areas whether green belt or not. No further development that will
make the local infrastructure ( doctors , dentists, etc) even more overwhelmed that it currently
is. Also reduce the traffic through the area to prevent even more congestion than we
experience at rush hour. Improve the quality of life by maintaining all these points. Also not to
move Elstree doctors surgery to Allum lane as it must be relocated , if necessary, to an exiting
brownfield site , such as, Centenial park so as not to put extra load on the traffic and
congestion in Allum lane.

9/12/2022 9:24 PM

93 To continue to be a close, helpful and friendly community as it is today. A safe community. To
make more of it's unique personality and film history. Not to look like any other town.

9/12/2022 5:13 PM

94 A place that I am proud to say that I grew up here. A place that reminds me of home. I want
Borehamwood and Elstree to become somewhere with more clothes shops, possibly a
mall/shopping centre.

9/10/2022 6:22 PM
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95 A thriving town with lots of housing options for families including the amenities needed with
that (schools, GPs, transport links, job opportunities)

9/10/2022 4:50 PM

96 A diverse loving community with interesting shops and well advertised community events. 9/10/2022 12:13 PM

97 A place where people can live with good reliable infrastructure and a council that cares about
its people, unlike what we have now.

9/10/2022 10:19 AM

98 A thriving neighbourhood with good quality housing and facilities needed by those living in the
housing

9/9/2022 1:49 PM

99 Peaceful and green. Clear of litter and rubbish being dumped 9/5/2022 6:25 PM

100 Elstree & Borehamwood has lost that Community feel, there are too many flats, too many
cars, too many feral teenagers, bikes and scooters on pavements causing serious issues to
pedestrians. No decent shops, you cannot spend a 'DAY' shopping in Borehamwood anymore,
there is not enought variety and too many food outlets.

9/2/2022 10:46 AM

101 Greener 8/28/2022 7:03 PM

102 Still a town and not part of a north London sprawl. 8/27/2022 7:24 PM

103 Safe vibrant affordable town. With access to gp and dental. A safe place for children to mix.
Decent schools and a reliable bus service that also runs at nigh.

8/26/2022 11:13 PM

104 less developed more infrastructure 8/26/2022 3:06 PM

105 Less crowded and with more things that are desperately needed at the moment e.g. doctor
surgeries, secondary schools etc

8/25/2022 9:01 AM

106 I would like it to be well cared for and maintained. Residents should be able to live and work
here, not travel in to work or travel out to work. The number of eateries needs to be cut, we
must have at least 50 in Shenley Road. We need a better range of shops in the high street.
More benches need to be unstalled, walk up Furzill Road I think there is one, there are none
around Tempsford Park, one in Kenilworth and Ripon Parks.

8/25/2022 7:50 AM

107 Clean, community minded 8/24/2022 11:13 PM

108 A place with sufficient homes for anyone wanting to settle in Borehamwood. Local services
and amenities to match the demand.

8/24/2022 8:45 PM

109 More of a common goal.... feel all inclusive. 8/24/2022 9:43 AM

110 A London Borough. 8/24/2022 9:30 AM

111 A commuter town with a range of shops, night life and services for young people 8/24/2022 9:02 AM

112 A Community that embraces change but has a good infrastructure which includes leisure and
health facilities for all.

8/24/2022 8:18 AM

113 Less built up and crowded with people and traffic. 8/24/2022 8:00 AM

114 Traffic free and better connectivity to London 8/24/2022 7:27 AM

115 Not overpopulated and ensure we have the right infrastructure to main the community as we
don’t have it now

8/24/2022 7:18 AM

116 More greenery and trees, easier to get a doctors appointment. Less high rise flats and
apartment buildings and more semi detached and detached houses. Less chicken shops and
nail bars on the high street and more nice shops. Basically Radlett.

8/24/2022 7:11 AM

117 More vibrant with quality coffee shops, more premium restaurants and shops and better
cinema etc. An upgrade to parks and with the Elstree/Borehamwood bridge finally repainted
after about 30 years!

8/24/2022 7:07 AM

118 A safe environment again (which is definitely doesn’t feel anymore). And a clean town, the
town has become run down and looking filthy

8/24/2022 7:04 AM

119 a prosperous town, with no empty shops 8/24/2022 7:02 AM

120 A safe place for my children. 8/24/2022 6:59 AM
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44.35% 55

55.65% 69

Q2 Do you think there is enough provision for ‘community spaces’ in our
area?

Answered: 124 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 124

# NO, THERE IS NOT ENOUGH PROVISION - PLEASE TELL US BELOW WHAT SPACE IS
LACKING AND WHERE IT IS NEEDED

DATE

1 Although there are many parks and community venues these are not used to their best
capability

12/1/2022 1:48 PM

2 All the community spaces are gradually being closed. 11/28/2022 1:54 PM

3 Community Hall for residents in Elstree 11/26/2022 7:49 AM

4 we need more green space and to maintain the green spaces we already have including the
area the sky studios want to expand into

11/25/2022 12:00 PM

5 Retain green spaces 11/24/2022 12:24 PM

6 Open space - borehamwood 11/23/2022 7:16 AM

7 End of Grosvenor Road, WD6 1BT. 11/22/2022 2:39 PM

8 Flats 2 have black boxes 11/21/2022 6:14 PM

9 Indoor / outdoor family safe spaces 11/15/2022 7:15 PM

10 I’m aware of mother’s groups and kids who gather in coffee houses with no other place to go.
I’ve had to rescue a child from escaping on to the high street whose parent was so busy
chatting, they didn’t notice the danger. Young teenagers gather too, with no place to hang
around

11/14/2022 9:17 AM

11 Leeming end of borehamwood is lacking on all social aspects 11/13/2022 11:24 PM

12 There is not enough indoor space for families 11/13/2022 10:00 PM

13 There should be a Theatre, a Film Studios centre, a community cafe available to showcase
local artists, crafters, musicians etc (never seen this in 96). A farmers / craft market.

11/11/2022 12:59 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes, there is
enough...

No, there is
not enough...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, there is enough provision

No, there is not enough provision - please tell us below what space is lacking and where it is needed
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14 More activities available for all ages 11/6/2022 10:25 AM

15 . 11/1/2022 8:00 PM

16 Nothing in Elstree village 11/1/2022 7:25 PM

17 Parking to shops & disabled parking 10/28/2022 9:05 AM

18 Need to stop building snd keep green spaces 10/27/2022 10:12 PM

19 Alot of green belt land is being sold off. 10/27/2022 7:07 PM

20 There is no clubs for kids 10/27/2022 6:11 PM

21 There are v few community halls or initiatives for all people to attend 10/27/2022 7:18 AM

22 It is a great loss that our local theatre next to the old swimming pool was demolished and
never replaced, the ark theatre did not last long and community use of the facilities at
Hertswood have proved difficult to engage with. Studios rotary club was unable to set up a
youth club due to this.

10/5/2022 8:56 PM

23 I feel that some “community spaces” are under utilised & coul be better ie at the Venue they
have a studio on the ground floor that could be used by a used during the morning/early
afternoon. This could be used or the hall at the library is another example. Areas that cost
nothing to maintain but could be used by groups/charities at little cost

10/2/2022 7:29 AM

24 More clubs for youths to keep them off the streets. More initiatives in place for young people
to build life skills that don’t necessary require a qualification to get in.

10/1/2022 11:13 PM

25 Open spaces for dog walkers, runners. 10/1/2022 8:35 PM

26 uncertain at this time 9/30/2022 11:29 PM

27 We need more family homes with parks 9/30/2022 7:01 PM

28 Better Youth provision. Better adult social care. More inclusive community activities 9/30/2022 6:35 PM

29 spread across all ages 9/30/2022 2:20 PM

30 There are but they need updating with nice play equipment not just in Meadow Park. 9/30/2022 12:37 PM

31 Green Space 9/30/2022 12:32 PM

32 Theatre 9/30/2022 9:28 AM

33 But only if our countryside is preserved 9/30/2022 8:58 AM

34 Infrastructure. We need a bypass. Traffic leaving/entering town is outrageous 9/30/2022 6:05 AM

35 Place where all generations can use. With regular nights for different ages. 9/29/2022 10:07 PM

36 green open spaces, biodiversity and opportunity for natural habitat 9/29/2022 9:01 PM

37 More sports facilities needed 9/29/2022 9:00 PM

38 The only one I know of is the library 9/29/2022 8:45 PM

39 Open green space 9/29/2022 8:41 PM

40 Very few community spaces in North part of Borehamwood 9/29/2022 7:08 PM

41 Not near aborescence montessori 9/29/2022 6:42 PM

42 More wild nature 9/29/2022 6:21 PM

43 More parks & fields, more surgery 9/29/2022 5:54 PM

44 Not sure what you mean by community spaces but we could do with a place like battlers farm
with cafe, gym, beauty salon & crèche, & shops

9/29/2022 5:42 PM

45 All over. Green fields and parks 9/29/2022 5:41 PM

46 Mainly for young families with children of school age. 9/29/2022 5:19 PM

47 Potterswood Play facilities are atrocious 9/29/2022 7:02 AM
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48 There are plenty of outside amenities but due to our inclement weather we need indoor
facilities.

9/28/2022 1:45 PM

49 More walking trails and open spaces in which to wit and relax 9/18/2022 1:55 PM

50 There may be but not everyone currently aware 9/17/2022 10:26 PM

51 Housing development being built on woodcock hill significantly reduces our accessible outdoor
space to enjoy.

9/17/2022 8:03 PM

52 Space for teenagers that is safe (not skate parks that are full of thugs). 9/15/2022 1:57 PM

53 Open space for recreation and walking is needed within walking distance of where we live . It
should be not far away that we have to drive to. Instead of building houses on woodcock hill it
should be made into a park for the area.

9/12/2022 9:24 PM

54 All the high streets are filled with shops which is lovely, but a space to hang out with friends
would be nice, like a park with benches and gardens, just a nice space to relax

9/10/2022 6:22 PM

55 Less high rise buildings, less back handers and payoffs that enable all this accommodation.
More green spaces more children facilities.

9/10/2022 10:19 AM

56 We live in Elstree on the composer estate and there nothing for our residents. Our community
Centre was taken and rented out. I ran a youth club for years and taken away. There used to
be clubs for our lesser key resident young and old . The park is so limited . Borehamwood gets
all the splash parks. What about estate village the forgotten part of the council

9/5/2022 8:06 PM

57 We need a theatre 9/5/2022 6:25 PM

58 There is if they stop building flats on every square inch availabole! And put something for the
kids to do.

9/2/2022 10:46 AM

59 For teenagers 8/26/2022 11:13 PM

60 Parks cannot be used during wet or winter weather because do they are grassed areas and get
muddy.

8/25/2022 7:50 AM

61 More green spaces please - parks for children 8/24/2022 11:13 PM

62 Places for the children and young adults ti do things. Youth/ community centres where people
can try new things play and be.

8/24/2022 9:43 AM

63 More provision for youth services such as scouts and guides 8/24/2022 9:02 AM

64 Doctors, secondary schools. 8/24/2022 8:20 AM

65 More playgrounds and hang out areas for Teens 8/24/2022 8:18 AM

66 Should be much more and those we have should not be built on unless it’s for doctors
surgeries schools etc

8/24/2022 7:18 AM

67 It would be good to have a Radlett Centre type theatre/community hub 8/24/2022 7:07 AM

68 Space is diminishing, land being sold off to developers or land grabbed by Borehamwood
football club

8/24/2022 7:04 AM

69 I think parks could be updated/ improved and more skate parks/ skate centre like xc in hemel
and other activity park

8/24/2022 6:59 AM
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Q3 Do you think there’s enough provision for youth facilities in our area?
Answered: 113 Skipped: 16

44.95%
49

55.05%
60
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1.55

23.21%
26

76.79%
86

 
112

 
1.77

# IF 'NO' WHAT IS MISSING? DATE

1 Vibrant cultural youth clubs and community based early years learning centres 12/1/2022 1:48 PM

2 Often during winter there's not much to do as parks are too cold. Consider indoor community
spaces. For example on Fridays hertswood academy opens up their sports hall for community
use. This is excellent for 9-16 year olds.

11/26/2022 1:03 PM

3 No youth clubs or facilities in Elstree. The one we had in Sullivan Way was sold off despite
being paid for by the Residents

11/26/2022 7:49 AM

4 Free activities in our open spaces 11/24/2022 12:24 PM

5 Evening venues for youths? More playgrounds kept up to standard. 11/22/2022 2:39 PM

6 Need clubs they can join with activities 4 them 2 do in the evenings 11/21/2022 6:14 PM

7 Youth clubs. When I moved here from Islington, children used to call Borehamwood
boringwood, but it was a lot better than now.

11/18/2022 10:04 AM

8 No youth clubs No structured activities 11/16/2022 8:42 PM

9 I am not sure what’s missing as we don’t have enough! 11/15/2022 7:15 PM

10 A safe space, from traffic and criminal types 11/14/2022 9:17 AM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes No
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9 to 16 year
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 YES NO TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

0 to 8 year olds

9 to 16 year olds
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11 There is next to nothing for youth in borehamwood that is accessible to all of the community.
Becoming even more clear that mid to low income working families are missing out as most
things are privately run clubs that aren’t affordable for this bracket.

11/13/2022 11:24 PM

12 A safe space for teenagers to ‘hang out’ with friends (a modern day youth club) 11/13/2022 10:08 PM

13 Indoor space. 11/13/2022 10:00 PM

14 Youth club and place for young people to meet up at any time. 11/11/2022 12:59 PM

15 Various clubs for all ages that are reasonably priced or free 11/6/2022 10:25 AM

16 . 11/1/2022 8:00 PM

17 No youth clubs 10/27/2022 7:07 PM

18 Clubs 10/27/2022 6:11 PM

19 There are no meeting places, clubs, youth activities, provision in local parks etc 10/27/2022 7:18 AM

20 As far I I know I see nothing in Elstree 10/26/2022 7:54 PM

21 Supported initiatives for this age group to lead, hang out and have safe activity spaces 10/26/2022 3:20 PM

22 Many parents of older children seem to be in denial about what our area offers and fail to make
good use of it. This is especially true for older teens.

10/5/2022 8:56 PM

23 I think both ages have some great facilities available but again, I think we don’t necessarily
use what we have to it’s best. What is the provision, locally, to encourage “teen” girls to stay in
sports ie local boys have the local football academy at Borehamwood to look to but girls need
more to be done. Also, on a artistic level what are we doing? The only facilities for those
interested in art is privately run. Also we should really be encouraging our youth to get involved
in our green areas - ie grow your own food, environment etc.

10/2/2022 7:29 AM

24 Youth clubs 10/2/2022 7:16 AM

25 See above answer. Focus is required to encourage the less fortunate to be more involved
within the community to build skills to be able to gain successful employment in an attempt to
reduce crime.

10/1/2022 11:13 PM

26 Something productive to do, instead of destroying the area. 10/1/2022 8:35 PM

27 uncertain at this time 9/30/2022 11:29 PM

28 Clubs and facilities that are accessible and appealing to these age groups. 9/30/2022 7:30 PM

29 A lot 9/30/2022 6:35 PM

30 affordable clubs 9/30/2022 2:20 PM

31 Youth clubs. Sports facilities 9/30/2022 1:00 PM

32 Bowling alley would be good, more football pitches, basketball and tennis courts. Outdoor
swimming pool.

9/30/2022 12:37 PM

33 Youth clubs 9/30/2022 12:32 PM

34 Youth clubs. 9/30/2022 11:43 AM

35 Social club 9/30/2022 9:28 AM

36 I dont know I don’t have children at home 9/30/2022 8:58 AM

37 Clubs for kids 9/30/2022 8:05 AM

38 Playground/ clubs for older kids 9/30/2022 6:05 AM

39 There is very little for this age group in the area 9/30/2022 5:11 AM

40 No a youth club but a hub for for youngsters to pop in 9/29/2022 10:07 PM

41 Scaffolded activities with good role models. 9/29/2022 9:32 PM

42 I only say that because i’d like to see a big forum of all local teenagers. So they can voice 9/29/2022 9:09 PM
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there opinions on what is needed locally. Something that can use the attention the teens are
giving to anti social behaviour but turn it into something positive. We are very lucky to have
the esa which is a brilliant college. There are things like school of hard knocks which is good.

43 open green play areas, nature trails, 9/29/2022 9:01 PM

44 A youth club/centre 9/29/2022 8:45 PM

45 Community centres, local clinic. 9/29/2022 8:41 PM

46 I don’t know 9/29/2022 8:30 PM

47 Programmes, decent entertainment, club type facilities 9/29/2022 7:08 PM

48 Youth clubs and sports activities 9/29/2022 6:48 PM

49 More secondary schooling 9/29/2022 6:33 PM

50 Outdoor activity centers 9/29/2022 6:21 PM

51 More entertainment 9/29/2022 5:54 PM

52 There should me more available for teenagers 9/29/2022 5:42 PM

53 Lots of diverse groups are needed 9/29/2022 5:41 PM

54 Places to hang out 9/29/2022 5:35 PM

55 somewhere for my grandchildren 9/29/2022 5:19 PM

56 No youth club or places to hang out safely 9/29/2022 5:05 PM

57 Athletics Club, Basketball Club, a local good quality theatre, better than Radlett and Potters
bar

9/29/2022 7:02 AM

58 As I do not have children I do not feel I can comment on this with any knowledge 9/28/2022 1:45 PM

59 Children need outdoor open and safe spaces. They can walk, run and cycle around the
beautiful GREEN BELT land we currently have. The last thing children need is more traffic,
more pollution, more overcrowding and competition for school places. Leave Elstree and
Borehamwood as it is.

9/28/2022 12:23 PM

60 More investment into activities for older kids, preteens and teens. Conduct a survey targeting
that age group for what they would like to do.

9/17/2022 8:03 PM

61 Activities open to this age group that is a safe. 9/15/2022 1:57 PM

62 Not enough facilities for the younger members of our community. There should be a
community centre that keeps the youngsters off the streets.

9/12/2022 9:24 PM

63 More provisions to get teenagers that cause problems off the streets 9/12/2022 5:13 PM

64 There are 12+ primary schools and 2 secondary schools. These children grow up and have to
travel far to find a good school or one with spaces. Please consider building more secondary
schools. For the future generation's sake.

9/10/2022 6:22 PM

65 14-18 youth club missing 9/10/2022 12:13 PM

66 Play parks, water parks, jungle gyms, youth centre, sports opportunities etc. Literally
everything kids need.

9/10/2022 10:19 AM

67 No clubs at all for no ages 9/5/2022 8:06 PM

68 Youth clubs 9/5/2022 6:25 PM

69 Youth clubs, bowling, ice skating, anything that will keep them off the streets!! 9/2/2022 10:46 AM

70 Don't know. 8/28/2022 7:03 PM

71 Bowling. Pool with water flumes for older children as splash park only for younger children. 8/26/2022 11:13 PM

72 dont know 8/26/2022 3:06 PM

73 Youth club, disco 8/25/2022 9:01 AM
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74 I haven’t looked into this recently but historically it has been lacking. 8/25/2022 7:50 AM

75 Don't know 8/24/2022 8:45 PM

76 We should have a running track, with all the track sports. So they can do stuff and not all
cantered on meadow Park.

8/24/2022 9:43 AM

77 Youth clubs. When my family moved to B/wood from Islington, we kids used to call B/wood
Borringwood. Since HBC/HCC took control it's dead! we didn't realise how good it was under
LCC/GLC.

8/24/2022 9:30 AM

78 Scouting groups struggle to find buildings Community clubs pay extreme rates at communities
1st premesis

8/24/2022 9:02 AM

79 Youth clubs. 8/24/2022 8:20 AM

80 More interesting areas for young to explore. Adventure playgrounds, Skate Park and play. Also
theatre, sports, and hangout facilities for 9 to 16

8/24/2022 8:18 AM

81 Youth clubs, things to do that are reasonable priced such as sports, swimming, bowling etc. 8/24/2022 8:00 AM

82 Because of constant government funding cuts there is no community centre or something
similar for children to meet up with friends and hang out. Instead they go to local parts and
demolish them. Also nothing to do in the area like bowling, indoor crazy golf (like Puttshack)

8/24/2022 7:04 AM

83 Football pitches, skate parks, youth clubs 8/24/2022 6:59 AM
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Q4 Thinking about our heritage, are there any buildings or places that are
not already Grade I or II listed, but which you think are important? Please

explain why these places matter to you.
Answered: 60 Skipped: 69

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 12/3/2022 6:01 AM

2 NO 12/1/2022 1:48 PM

3 Trees, stop cutting trees. 11/26/2022 1:03 PM

4 Aldenham Park Reservoir 11/26/2022 7:49 AM

5 I am not sure, I have not lived here for long enough but we should be protecting historical
buildings and i would be in support of this.

11/25/2022 12:00 PM

6 I don't know 11/24/2022 12:24 PM

7 Unsure 11/23/2022 7:16 AM

8 None come to mind. 11/22/2022 2:39 PM

9 The original schoolhouse at the back of Theobald street might be of heritage interest in years
to come. Our studios also.

11/18/2022 10:04 AM

10 All Saints Church and the graveyard behind the church. Only building of architectural
significance

11/16/2022 8:42 PM

11 Allum Hall 11/13/2022 10:08 PM

12 4. The town looked impressive 50 years ago. There were some iconic buildings and the
buildings were stylish and well maintained. New buildings are plain and soulless. Certain
buildings such as the Old School House off Theobald Street and Nicoll Farm on Allum Lane
should be protected. They matter if we are to retain any of the history of Elstree and
Borehamwood.

11/11/2022 12:59 PM

13 Mops n brooms pub as this has been part of Borehamwood for many years. With building of
sky this could be in jeopardy.

11/6/2022 10:25 AM

14 Unsure 10/27/2022 10:12 PM

15 Any grade 1 or grade 2 would be knocked down by our council anyway. Money talks 10/27/2022 7:07 PM

16 No 10/26/2022 3:20 PM

17 The old school house behind Theobald Street, recent loss of buildings such as the pre fab at
Organ Hall farm and the loss of the little organ hall farm house and removal of the name and
change to "fields" is appalling

10/5/2022 8:56 PM

18 Tbh I’ve lived in BW for over 25yrs & I have seen very little done to “preserve” any sort of
historic buildings or places. I know “Allum Hall” has some history but nothing else

10/2/2022 7:29 AM

19 N/a 10/2/2022 7:16 AM

20 Not sure 10/1/2022 11:13 PM

21 St Michaels Church, St Nicholas curch and St Theresa's hall 10/1/2022 8:35 PM

22 uncertain at this time 9/30/2022 11:29 PM

23 Green belt spaces 9/30/2022 9:32 PM

24 I dont know what has beeb graded in the area 9/30/2022 6:35 PM
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25 Yes Strangeways Farm and The Mops and Brooms. These have been community assets for
hundreds of years and need protecting to remain that way.

9/30/2022 12:37 PM

26 N/a 9/30/2022 11:43 AM

27 These places are important as it shows our history and heritage 9/30/2022 9:09 AM

28 The greenbelt Our parks and open spaces 9/30/2022 8:58 AM

29 Don't know 9/30/2022 6:05 AM

30 The MGM sifted should of been listed and not knocked down. The front building of Elstree
studios should remain and not changed. Anywhere else council already allowed to be knocked
down

9/29/2022 10:07 PM

31 The fire station. 9/29/2022 9:32 PM

32 Allum hall is the only place i can think of. It is important as it holds a number of crucial clubs
aswell as a place for community services to meet with clients. Its a beautiful building and the
building that saved the day with covid vaccinations. If i could grade 1 or 2 list the library i
would. It’s mine and my sons favourite place.

9/29/2022 9:09 PM

33 history 9/29/2022 9:01 PM

34 Farm houses 9/29/2022 9:00 PM

35 I don’t know 9/29/2022 8:30 PM

36 Our film and TV heritage should be celebrated with a museum 9/29/2022 7:08 PM

37 My childs nursery is at risk of having all the green space taken away 9/29/2022 6:42 PM

38 Not sure 9/29/2022 5:54 PM

39 Can’t think of any. All the history is being demolished including the lovely farm in Cowley Hill! 9/29/2022 5:42 PM

40 The fields around Borehamwood especially near the train tracks and on Cowley hill 9/29/2022 5:41 PM

41 Yes - The Mops and Brooms is an important community space. It's a hub for the people of
Well End and Borehamwood, it has great entertainment and its the place everyone can walk to
in the summer to enjoy the view and the horses in the fields next door. It's an iconic part our
heritage and should be protected.

9/29/2022 7:02 AM

42 Woodcock Hill village green 9/28/2022 4:54 PM

43 All the older buildings that give character and charm to the area. They should not be knocked
down in favour of awful new builds

9/19/2022 4:23 PM

44 N/a 9/18/2022 1:55 PM

45 none 9/15/2022 1:57 PM

46 Allum hall if not already listed. The green fields that back onto Allum lane and all the fields that
back onto the Rise and Barnet lane. Woodcock hill and all the surrounding fields must be left in
touched and prevented from being developed.

9/12/2022 9:24 PM

47 No 9/10/2022 6:22 PM

48 Borehwmwood isnt old enough surely!! 9/10/2022 12:13 PM

49 No. 9/10/2022 10:19 AM

50 Any important buildings with historic memories have been demolished 9/5/2022 6:25 PM

51 I think some important landmarks have already gone so no opinion on whats left 9/2/2022 10:46 AM

52 Sadly all the iconic buildings have already gone! The Thatched Barn, MGM studio clock tower,
the well

8/25/2022 9:01 AM

53 The Lifeboat building in Stirling Way. Where the new Sky Studios is being built was once the
site of the SOE but how many know about this?

8/25/2022 7:50 AM

54 BBC Elstree studios - Fairbanks building. The beautiful rooms on 1st floor with the original 8/24/2022 11:13 PM
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coving on the ceilings and the balcony on what was Douglas Fairbanks office. Even the old
‘dumb waiter’ which needs repairs. The whole building with Studio D - original home to the
Muppets and so many other television programmes of the 50s and 60s

55 None to my knowledge. 8/24/2022 8:45 PM

56 We have lost so much history for flats is there any left to save? 8/24/2022 9:43 AM

57 N/A 8/24/2022 9:02 AM

58 Not surr 8/24/2022 8:00 AM

59 Original Allum Hall building should be protected as one of the oldest buildings around.
Everything else was built in the 50s and is pretty new. Some victorian houses at the bottom of
Furzehill and on Drayton road are older and shouldn’t be torn down either.

8/24/2022 7:11 AM

60 I think any old building that had been built before the 1950s should at least not be allowed to
be demolish! Like for old building that used to stand next to sainsburys on Theobald street. All
these building add up and create ‘heritage’ all of which the council are allowing to be pulled
down

8/24/2022 7:04 AM
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Q5 Local green spaces are places within the community that contribute to
the quality and the local distinctiveness of the area and which are
important to the local people. This can be because they are sports

facilities, playing fields, special spaces such as parks or ponds, provide a
habitat for wildlife or a beautiful or tranquil space.Which local green spaces

are important to you, and why?
Answered: 108 Skipped: 21

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Parks, Riverside,. Ponds, Fountains 12/3/2022 6:03 AM

2 1. Woodcock Hill Village Green, as this offers a place for ecology to thrive and for the local
community to get close to nature. 2. All local parks which give recreational facilities for
townsfolk.

12/1/2022 1:54 PM

3 All of them as they maintain a feeling of open space and enhance the wellbeing of individuals.
Seeing open spaces like Woodcock Hill being sold off for houses is not supported.

11/28/2022 1:56 PM

4 Potterswood is quite useful for walking as it provides connections to the whole studio way
development area however their use is quite greatly reduced when there are fences causing
residents to walk around discouraging walking trips and encouraging car trips onto the centre of
town.

11/26/2022 1:07 PM

5 Aldenham Park . Woodcock Hill 11/26/2022 7:52 AM

6 All green spaces within this area are important to me. We would hope that Elstree
Borehamwood would remain a green space or even become a greener space for the
community residents, visitors and also the animals that live in it. We do not need another huge
building that take over a massive green space to be destroyed. The nature and environment
needs to be protected and maintained as apposed for this large industrial companies taking
over just because they have the money to pay for it. We have seen many foxes and wildlife
coming out of the greenspace that sky studios want to expand into. This is honestly a big
shame that these people do not think of this. Planting a few trees will not cover this space not
will it be as natural as it currently is. Plus having read a number of information leaflets about it,
it will only create another 84 jobs. Its not worth it. We do not need more movies. We need to
fight climate change - the real problems of the world, not entertainment that distracts people
from reality and the things we need to contribute to as a community. If leaders of communities
and the government do set an example of what needs to be focused on more then no will care,
no one will focus on the real issues or want to do something about it.

11/25/2022 12:00 PM

7 Woodcock Hill. Aldenham Country Park. Scratchwoods. Open spaces to enjoy long walks with
family etc.

11/24/2022 11:15 PM

8 Woodcock Hill. It is such a lovely space and just brimming with wildlife 11/24/2022 12:25 PM

9 Aldenham country park. Beautiful open space for people and wildlife 11/23/2022 7:18 AM

10 Clarendon Park and it's green open space neighbour ruthlessly taken away by the Council for
an oversized development?

11/22/2022 2:41 PM

11 Aberford park needs more things 4 the kids 2 do 11/21/2022 6:17 PM

12 All of them. It was the LCC that planned Borehamwood and made a brilliant job, HCC & HBC
have destroyed most of what we had.

11/18/2022 10:05 AM

13 All the local spaces are important 11/16/2022 8:44 PM

14 Aldenham reservoir. A place of beauty and nature 11/14/2022 9:18 AM
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15 Bridal paths, nature trails and open field space 11/13/2022 11:26 PM

16 All the green space up / off Allum Lane and off Furzhill Road 11/13/2022 10:10 PM

17 5. The Spinney and Parkfields are very important to me. I walk / run them regularly and enjoy
the variety of walks / runs available in the area. The woodland area off Barnet Lane going
behind the new development through the woods and across the fields to the recycling centre is
the favourite walk for me and many others in my area. There are Monk jack deer, and lots of
other wildlife and plant life to enjoy all year round. I do not like Meadow Park as it is too built
up but sure it is good for children. I don’t find Aberford Park safe as there is drug dealing in the
day time - probably evening too.

11/11/2022 1:18 PM

18 Aberford Park mainly but all spaces are important for peoples well being. 11/6/2022 10:29 AM

19 Any with public rights of way I trail run and have been on most of them 11/3/2022 6:45 PM

20 Borehamwood Youth FC. 11/3/2022 11:40 AM

21 A place for people to learn about the countryside and nature. Good for our health, wildlife and
the environment

11/1/2022 8:01 PM

22 Schools need more sports facilities 10/28/2022 9:07 AM

23 The rights of way that allow you to walk through fields, village to village, such as through
Organ Hall Farm land off of Theobald Street, connects to Elstree and Radlett, and other side of
Theobald Street, connects to Shenley

10/27/2022 10:17 PM

24 Woodcock Hill is a great local open space, great for wildlife, once again under threat for a
housing estate. Keep building there will be no green space left.

10/27/2022 7:11 PM

25 King George park and rose garden 10/27/2022 6:12 PM

26 Allum Lane Green fields. Lungs of London 10/26/2022 7:56 PM

27 All of them 10/26/2022 3:21 PM

28 Organ Hall Open Space is close and good for children. The green pathways through Leeming
Park and Aberford Park and beside the railway line to Red Road park make for safe and
pleasant green journeys.

10/7/2022 12:26 PM

29 Woodcock Hill, Organ Hall open space, Parkfields spinney and the meadows beetween
Theobald St and Watling St. Woodland near Tykes Water and Tykes Water lane, ALL local
footpaths and all green belt land

10/5/2022 8:58 PM

30 I would like more done to “other” local green areas that isn’t Meadow Park. For example
Hillside have a small area of “green” but recently a “utility” company was allowed to destroy a
large part of the green space by it’s use of machinery. They did eventually return to “reseed’
the mud patches but now they are either weeds or mud. So much more could be done with this
area but it’s completely left & what “improvements” have been done over the years (a gravel
pathway now getting smaller as weeds are growing over it & it’s not maintained). Plus there’s
only one bin at the end of Maxwell so rubbish is always left on the space. Maxwell has more
time & energy spent on it (probably because it’s more seen by the public & people queue for
Strictly) but it too could be better used. For some reason it has a small area that has been
levelled & tarmaced but nothing ever done with it! What a waste - surely that could of been
used as a small playground area? Kenikworth Park - children’s playground not updated in
years, gaps in metal fence allowing dogs & foxes in (often reported) but never fixed! Local
town councillors not interested but small changes can vastly improve how locals see & feel
about where they live.

10/2/2022 8:09 AM

31 All green spaces are important to the well-being of the community 10/2/2022 7:17 AM

32 Aberford park, The venue - 2 great places that we are lucky to have on our doorstep that
positively impact our community.

10/1/2022 11:16 PM

33 Meadow park- childhood memories Thirskcliffe Nature park- family of foxes, and other wildlife.
Aldenham resevoir- historical importantance

10/1/2022 8:39 PM

34 Local green spaces that are not developed (incl. for playing fields or parks) are valuable -
because it is near impossible to restore them once they have been disrupted. These places

9/30/2022 11:31 PM
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should be prioritised for conservation. One example if the fileds directly to the east of Cowley
Hill

35 Cowley hill fields. They are a haven for endangered wildlife, a thriving space for nature and
provide a habitat for this wildlife. It is also a beautiful and truly tranquil space that is essential
for mental health and fitness and that is a rare thing in the busy local area. It is also important
for crop growing and being self sufficient

9/30/2022 9:36 PM

36 Meadow Park, which has suffered tomuch encrochment from the football club. Areas around
Well End and High Canons should be preserved as farmland and countryside.

9/30/2022 7:32 PM

37 Covid made us appreciate open space and social interaction 9/30/2022 7:02 PM

38 All green space is important for residents andvthe planet. 9/30/2022 6:37 PM

39 Aldenham Reservoir, green belt north of Borehamwood between Theobald Street and London
Road, Green Belt west of train line, Aberford Park. These maintain the sense of rurality and
connection to the countryside, and avoid urban sprawl/continuous housing with Watford/Radlett

9/30/2022 5:58 PM

40 abberford park, parkfields, meadow park,riponway,kenilworth park 9/30/2022 2:23 PM

41 Where they are building the new studio 9/30/2022 1:01 PM

42 Cowley Hill, Rowley Lane fields behind Nelson Cottage. These places are where people go
locally to walk and enjoy the countryside.

9/30/2022 12:40 PM

43 Fields to be able to walk in Green Belt 9/30/2022 12:33 PM

44 Green belt between Cowley hill and well end and the naturists side 9/30/2022 12:27 PM

45 We need to keep all our green space. It provides for nature and wildlife. Dont destroy it. 9/30/2022 11:46 AM

46 The fields opps abbots place on Crowley hill Very important for my mental health to walk there
for whole family

9/30/2022 11:31 AM

47 Meadow park - although it is not the space it once was - could do with some flowers and a cafe 9/30/2022 9:30 AM

48 All parks and green belt areas. 9/30/2022 9:09 AM

49 Rowley lane preservation of greater crested newts bats and local wildlife horses stabling now
very minimal I’m the area and needs preservation

9/30/2022 8:59 AM

50 All of them for children 9/30/2022 8:05 AM

51 Fields by Rossington/ trails up to shenley Fields between theobald and kendal Hall farm 9/30/2022 6:06 AM

52 Aberford Park and the green area behind studio way 9/30/2022 5:12 AM

53 Ripon Park, Kenilworth park. The green spaces around Well end should remain. 9/29/2022 10:10 PM

54 All are important, except the green spaces in front of houses that get in the way from owners
building a drive way. The grass spaces in front of houses are mown poorly and make a huge
mess! Playgrounds are often covered in litter.

9/29/2022 9:34 PM

55 Woodcock hill is the most important greenspace to me as it we as a family have made many
happy memories there. It has a beautiful view over borehamwood and surrounding areas. It is
key to the local wildlife’s survival. And in all honesty saved my mental health during
lockdowns. Also rippon park purely for its locality. Its a little bit of peace in-between the
houses and has been invaluable for me and my son. I used to live in elstree and recently
visited the bigger park there. It needs a complete overhaul. However the fields are peaceful
and beautiful.

9/29/2022 9:15 PM

56 habitat for wildlife, beautiful country farms and tranquil space 9/29/2022 9:02 PM

57 The green space between Cowley Hill and Well End is a beautiful field where we go on long
walks and cycle rides with the children. We need to retain these and avoid building more
houses.

9/29/2022 9:01 PM

58 Aldenham country park and reservoir - a true beauty, full of fun activites Moat mount 9/29/2022 8:48 PM

59 The Greenbelt in Cowley Hill Borehamwood/Shenley. It's the only green open space in the area
that the people of Borehamwood have access to footpaths through fields.

9/29/2022 8:44 PM
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60 Cowley Hill fields are a god send and such a valuable gem to our community. These fields are
what make borehamwood so special. A convenient town that has such beautiful natural areas
for its locals to enjoy too! We are lucky to have a selection of local parks for the kids to enjoy,
but it’s the field where we can really enjoy wildlife and nature!

9/29/2022 8:33 PM

61 All of them. It is what makes this area special and a healthy place to live. 9/29/2022 7:08 PM

62 Aberford and Meadow Park 9/29/2022 6:49 PM

63 The space near the aborescence montessori in she ley 9/29/2022 6:42 PM

64 It's not only important for me but for the well being and health of everyone. Borehamwood has
the most amazing trails and green spaces which many families and people of all ages enjoy
and use continually. It would be a shame to lose this.

9/29/2022 6:35 PM

65 All of them 9/29/2022 6:21 PM

66 Great for dog walks, wildlife and nature 9/29/2022 5:55 PM

67 Cowley hill wd6 9/29/2022 5:49 PM

68 Cowley Hill, all the fields leading up Green Street towards Shenley. Aldenham Park 9/29/2022 5:45 PM

69 The diverse habitat on Cowley hill is amazing 9/29/2022 5:42 PM

70 The fields on Cowley hill as they are great for keeping the area green 9/29/2022 5:36 PM

71 Green fields off Cowley Hill. Its green belt with home to small animals and many birds. Used to
have horses but stables sold for development. Not keeping it as green belt would be wrong

9/29/2022 5:22 PM

72 The land on cowley hill. I live directly opposite it and love the rural feel of the area. I hear foxes
and I’ve seen all sorts of wildlife in the fields.

9/29/2022 5:07 PM

73 cowley hill fields, my kids love to walk around those in the summer 9/29/2022 5:05 PM

74 The fields behind Nelson Cottage and the Cowley Hill fields. These fields are walked by
multitudes of dog walkers daily and people just enjoying the countryside. Cowley Hill also is
covered in extremely productive arable farming fields producing multiple food crops per year.

9/29/2022 7:06 AM

75 Woodcock Hill. It's the only natural open space in the area and has historic and wildlife
benefits to the town.

9/28/2022 4:56 PM

76 All of them 9/28/2022 1:46 PM

77 The green space between Cowley Hill and Well End, the green space between Berwick/The
Campions/Rossington Ave and Newberries Primary school. These are areas that I take my
children for nature walks and as a way to calm their active minds. These spaces are essential
for physical exercise and mindfulness. My children attend Newberries Primary school and it is
good that their playground is next to open green spaces and clean good quality air to breathe
and away from traffic or construction sites.

9/28/2022 12:29 PM

78 All of them but mainly the farmland and fields making rambling so appealing round here. There
are enough parks as we have all this lovely untouched land that should remain untouched. The
worst thing about this area is the reservoir which is being ruined by private ownership. Keep
the area green and undeveloped.

9/19/2022 4:26 PM

79 Green belt 9/19/2022 1:04 PM

80 Red Road park 9/19/2022 9:26 AM

81 Tennis courts at meadow park. Having large safe open spaces to relax in and appreciate 9/18/2022 1:57 PM

82 Haberdashers playing fields croxdale road. Nice to see cricket been played. 9/17/2022 10:44 PM

83 Woodcock hill, we go for walks with our son and our dog, it’s a lovely green space with nice
views. Allum Lane spinney also for nice walks and open spaces. Green space on Shakespeare
drive we use a lot to play football and use the playground.

9/17/2022 8:06 PM

84 Red Road Park as that is where I walk my dogs to everyday and is very unloved in places. 9/15/2022 1:59 PM

85 All the fields that back onto Allum lane and Barnet lane and Elstree Hill North. They were
absolutely in valuable as a means of recreation when we allowed to go out at times during the

9/12/2022 9:32 PM
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pandemic. Without. The walks around these public walkways I think I would have gone mad.
This council frightens me that they will destroy all the green areas in this once lovely area and
make it a very very unpleasant place to live.

86 Parks or ponds, provide a habitat for wildlife or a beautiful or tranquil space. 9/12/2022 5:14 PM

87 None. Yet. 9/10/2022 6:28 PM

88 What's good about Borehamwood is the number of parks interspersed amongst the streets. I
wouldn't want to see any of those get removed in fact maybe more play areas added to them. I
think more use should be made of the reservoir.

9/10/2022 4:58 PM

89 Dog walking in Scratchwood space. Tennis and basketball in meadow park. Running in
Aberford park. Walking in red road green space. Aldenham park and lake regularly.

9/10/2022 12:16 PM

90 All of them, and they're all a bit dire. Not looked after, nor maintained and improved upon. Just
kept static enough to keep the pleb citizens quiet. Quite disrespectful from those who work for
us in the council.

9/10/2022 10:21 AM

91 Woodcock Hill - the most pleasant place in Borehamwood to feel like you can get away from
the urban environment. Good for exercise and state of mind. Aberford Park is also a good
space but suffers at times from litter and vandalism.

9/9/2022 1:50 PM

92 To get out door space good for health and well being being able to walk the dogs 9/5/2022 8:06 PM

93 The bowling club should be reinstated in its original place 9/5/2022 6:26 PM

94 Meadow Park, Aberford Park, Three Fields, Aycliffe Park, Ripon Park, Kenilworth Park . I feel
a lot is being spent on Meadow Park which includes the fantastic new splash pad which is
great! However, I feel that the other parks have been overlooked. There is so much that could
be done on all of these, a lot of the equipment is old and tired there could be more sensory
things available for all those kids with sensory needs. I just feel that there should be more in
all the parks in Borehamwood not just Meadow Park.

9/2/2022 10:49 AM

95 Elstree Parks and The Reservoir 8/28/2022 7:04 PM

96 Woodcock hill. It’s a village green and vital green space 8/26/2022 11:14 PM

97 park woods off Allum Lane 8/26/2022 3:07 PM

98 Meadow Park, Red Road open space and the little park behind Clarendon Road 8/24/2022 11:14 PM

99 None, don't use them. 8/24/2022 8:46 PM

100 The fields around shenley. I xan walk there and it feels like I am in the countryside. 8/24/2022 9:44 AM

101 I suppose all of them, we are the lungs of London 8/24/2022 9:32 AM

102 Meadow park Aberford park Well End 8/24/2022 9:02 AM

103 Places for families to spend time together. Tranquil space for older residents to sit and enjoy. 8/24/2022 8:19 AM

104 All of them! 8/24/2022 8:00 AM

105 Ripon Way, Tempsford Avenue the are where Taylor Wimpy want to build. Wycliffe, croxsdale.
All these areas where children can play where people can walk.

8/24/2022 7:23 AM

106 Woodcock hill - don’t turn it into a massive development. Shakespeare park by the bec centre
is nice but could do with some more planting. Meadow park is terrifying due to people who go
there and lack of shade or any trees. Very hot and inhospitable.

8/24/2022 7:13 AM

107 Aldenham Reservoir - long-standing, historic space which adds dimension and interest (and
serenity) to the area

8/24/2022 7:09 AM

108 Meadow Park as this is a fairly central open space that sees a lot of family’s and friends come
to visit and attend events

8/24/2022 7:05 AM
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Q6 How satisfied are you with parks and other green spaces in our area?
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Q7 Have you ever experienced localised flooding or problems with local
surface water locally? If yes, please explain below.

Answered: 88 Skipped: 41

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Along Furzehill Road, there have been blocked drains with hasn't allowed flood water to
correctly disperse into the drainage system.

12/1/2022 1:54 PM

2 Yes, recently installed pedestrian crossing near South East side of hertswood academy suffers
minor flooding issues creating an unwelcoming pedestrian environment.

11/26/2022 1:07 PM

3 There's always flooding on Barnet Lane and Allum lane. Allum Lane has a permanent leak on it
with water running down non stop

11/26/2022 7:52 AM

4 no 11/25/2022 12:00 PM

5 No 11/24/2022 11:15 PM

6 No 11/24/2022 12:25 PM

7 Aldenham road - floods regularly 11/23/2022 7:18 AM

8 Clarendon Park, it is on a flood plain? 11/22/2022 2:41 PM

9 Tesco’s the boulevard 11/21/2022 6:17 PM

10 The drains in Theobald street have just been cleaned BUT I noticed they are still blocked
around houses 106 108 110. If your walk past their house in the rain you get soaked, my
family say tell me.

11/18/2022 10:05 AM

11 None 11/16/2022 8:44 PM

12 Mainly on the roads 11/15/2022 7:16 PM

13 Aycliffe road/theobald street junction floods every time we have heavy rain 11/13/2022 11:26 PM

14 We have a big problem with localised flooding on The Rise. We have The Rise drain running
along our road, that was once enclosed by Thames Water but the pipes have one since
deteriorated and serious flooding of our gardens occurs every winter and in heavy rainfall. In
the 70’s many houses, including mine, were flooded out. This was worded by local building
work as the reduction in natural soakaways causes immediate problems. This is a major
reason we are opposed to further building in the area especially on higher land.Allum Lane is
also prone to heavy flooding and issues with road access in times of high rainfall.

11/11/2022 1:18 PM

15 Yes, Barnet Lane, Elstree Way 11/6/2022 10:29 AM

16 Constantly Aldenham Road between Habs and Aldenham Country Park and further along the
road between Habs and the airfield

11/3/2022 6:45 PM

17 Yes!! Hartfield Ave by the pond. Floods every time we have lots of rain. The road and the
pavements can get totally flooded so you can’t even walk past without getting totally soaked.

11/3/2022 11:42 AM

18 No 11/1/2022 8:01 PM

19 With proposed building on greenbelt between Borehamwood and Radlett, concern will result in
flooding

10/27/2022 10:17 PM

20 Furzehill roundabout Barnet Lane, gets floods with heavy rainfall. Drains cannot cope. 10/27/2022 7:11 PM

21 Yes I get flooded every year 10/26/2022 7:56 PM

22 Yes, Stirling Corner nearest Morrisons always floods after rain 10/26/2022 3:21 PM

23 no 10/5/2022 8:58 PM
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24 No 10/2/2022 8:09 AM

25 No 10/2/2022 7:17 AM

26 No, as I live in an elevated area. 10/1/2022 8:39 PM

27 no 9/30/2022 11:31 PM

28 Yes cowley hill and green street 9/30/2022 9:36 PM

29 Shenley Road where it can accumulate between the speed humps in the shopping area. 9/30/2022 7:32 PM

30 No 9/30/2022 7:02 PM

31 tesco garage 9/30/2022 2:23 PM

32 Yes at the bottom of Potters Lane and by the roundabout in Studio Way and Rowley Lane. 9/30/2022 12:40 PM

33 No 9/30/2022 12:33 PM

34 No 9/30/2022 12:27 PM

35 Theobald street. And rossington ave cinderby close. 9/30/2022 11:46 AM

36 No 9/30/2022 11:31 AM

37 Huge puddle on Brook Road when it rains pedestrians get soaked as the cars don’t slow down 9/30/2022 9:30 AM

38 No 9/30/2022 9:09 AM

39 No 9/30/2022 8:59 AM

40 No 9/30/2022 6:06 AM

41 On the A1 slip but think comes under Barnet, the roundabout at bottom Manor way 9/29/2022 10:10 PM

42 No water issue, but rats can be seen running around Drayton Road which is concerning. 9/29/2022 9:34 PM

43 Only in my flats car park due to blocked drains. 9/29/2022 9:15 PM

44 no 9/29/2022 9:02 PM

45 No 9/29/2022 9:01 PM

46 No 9/29/2022 8:48 PM

47 The bottom of Cowley Hill regularly floods both the school side and Stapleton Rd side of the
hill.

9/29/2022 8:44 PM

48 No 9/29/2022 8:33 PM

49 Allum lane. 9/29/2022 7:08 PM

50 No 9/29/2022 6:42 PM

51 No, haven't experienced this 9/29/2022 6:35 PM

52 Yes 9/29/2022 6:21 PM

53 Yes, burst pipes on various roads - Stratfield Road, Barnet lane and Allumn lane 9/29/2022 5:55 PM

54 Yes I’m Borehamwood , and many pot holes /uneven walk ways . Sprained my ankles a few
times !

9/29/2022 5:45 PM

55 Yes. Too much water flows into our garden on the hill 9/29/2022 5:42 PM

56 No 9/29/2022 5:22 PM

57 No 9/29/2022 5:07 PM

58 stirling corner roundabout!! 9/29/2022 5:05 PM

59 The bottom of Potters Lane is always flooded by the roundabout when there is rain with the
water running down from Cowley Hill. Rowley Lane is also always flooded under heavy rain by
the BP garage and the road has cracked badly by the roundabout with Studio Way.

9/29/2022 7:06 AM
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60 None 9/28/2022 4:56 PM

61 No 9/28/2022 1:46 PM

62 No. The trees and green spaces are great at stopping flooding as they absorb the water.
Concreting over the green belt will increase the likelihood of flooding.

9/28/2022 12:29 PM

63 No because we have so many green spaces. Unlike areas which are all concrete, we are lucky
to have such natural drainage.

9/19/2022 4:26 PM

64 No 9/19/2022 9:26 AM

65 More roads suffer with difficulty draining surface water after heavy raining. This is an
increasingly noticable change

9/18/2022 1:57 PM

66 No 9/17/2022 10:44 PM

67 No 9/15/2022 1:59 PM

68 Yes. At the back of our gardens . There are underground rivers that run from the farms and any
development on them will make the flooding worse and uncontrollable. I have read a local a
flood which was only a “desk top” exercise and it gave a great many miss leading pieces of
information about flooding in the area.

9/12/2022 9:32 PM

69 No 9/10/2022 6:28 PM

70 Everywhere inmentioned above gets boggy in autumn winter spring 9/10/2022 12:16 PM

71 No 9/10/2022 10:21 AM

72 Yes - Ripon Park is always boggy 9/9/2022 1:50 PM

73 Bottom of Allum lane towards Elstree hill 9/5/2022 8:06 PM

74 Not in my street 9/5/2022 6:26 PM

75 Brook Road floods constantly. In the same place every single year yet nothing is done about it.
Its not even by the Brook its further down.

9/2/2022 10:49 AM

76 Tesco's Petrol Station floods because they built a car park, with not enough run off or
permeable services.

8/28/2022 7:04 PM

77 No not in my area as on top of a hill 8/26/2022 11:14 PM

78 in Allum Lane 8/26/2022 3:07 PM

79 No 8/24/2022 11:14 PM

80 No. 8/24/2022 8:46 PM

81 No 8/24/2022 9:44 AM

82 No 8/24/2022 9:32 AM

83 Brook road often floods meaning bays residents park in are often unusable 8/24/2022 9:02 AM

84 No 8/24/2022 8:19 AM

85 No 8/24/2022 8:00 AM

86 No 8/24/2022 7:23 AM

87 No 8/24/2022 7:13 AM

88 Very boggy garden (think all our homes are built on clay?!) 8/24/2022 7:09 AM
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Q8 Thinking of cycling and walking routes in our area, are there any routes
that you feel could be improved, or joined up?

Answered: 83 Skipped: 46

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 12/3/2022 6:06 AM

2 Wider footpaths with better demarcation of cycling area's across the town 12/1/2022 2:11 PM

3 I find in the evenings many routes now have very poor lighting levels. 11/28/2022 1:59 PM

4 Current cycle routes are dangerous, you don't see people cycling along elstree way as the only
thing protecting them from being killed by a lorry is a line of paint. Please reconsider the
minimum standards for a 'cycling route'.

11/26/2022 1:20 PM

5 All can be improved, there's only one side to walk along Barnet Lane, Allum Lane and Elstree
Hill. this doesn't give enough space for cycles as well. Parking on these paths should also be
addressed. Repercussions for parking on the paths because pedestrians are obliged to walk in
the roads whisk is highly dangerous.

11/26/2022 8:05 AM

6 road safety can be improved. hedges on the side of the road can be cut back slightly more
neater. When there is heavy rain the pot holes in the ground get covered in the water which
means they arent visible. This can lead to accidents whether one is walking or cycling or
driving if the passing places are narrow. Road signed need washing - they are quite dirty and
sometimes at night visibility is poor.

11/25/2022 12:07 PM

7 Cycle lane in the high street would be helpful. 11/24/2022 11:22 PM

8 No 11/24/2022 12:29 PM

9 Better signage on walking routes and more walking routes 11/23/2022 7:21 AM

10 None come to mind, most routes now full of traffic? 11/22/2022 2:45 PM

11 Brook rd 11/21/2022 6:22 PM

12 The cycling lanes up Fuzehill Rd need repairing, mostly the top part, the bushes also need
cutting back as the road goes into Barnet lane. That also applies to the buses at the old
Thatched barn. London.

11/18/2022 10:06 AM

13 Better signage 11/16/2022 8:57 PM

14 Bridal paths between borehamwood and shenley/radlett very overgrown and poorly maintained 11/13/2022 11:31 PM

15 There have been an increasing number of cyclists using the pavements. 11/13/2022 10:04 PM

16 My favourite local walk is into the woods starting on Barnet Lane and ending at the Recycling
Centre (mentioned in point 5). It would be very helpful if there was a footpath from the end of
The Rise (or other local road) to join on to this footpath. This would allow all those in the
Borehamwood side of Elstree to easily access this woodland and fields - a wonderful natural
area. It would also provide a pleasant walk into Elstree village.

11/11/2022 1:48 PM

17 Well End to Shenley require paths 11/6/2022 10:34 AM

18 Cycling lanes 10/28/2022 9:14 AM

19 Roads are too busy now, making it more dangerous to cycle, no real provision beyond Shenley
Road

10/27/2022 10:22 PM

20 All walking through Farriers Estate, needs trees cut back, overgrown and needing tidying up. 10/27/2022 7:16 PM

21 None of the roads are walker friendly, cars parked up on pavements make it so difficult for
anyone walking.

10/27/2022 6:21 AM
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22 All pavements could be improved. But I live at the lowest point in Elstree and the hills are a
struggle to walk out of my immediate area unless I head straight towards Radlett

10/26/2022 8:02 PM

23 No 10/26/2022 3:30 PM

24 A whole network of appropriate (e.g. separated) cycle paths would be needed to encourage any
move away from the default or car travel. We should aim to enable a parent to say 'I am happy
for my child to cycle to school', and to do this would require separated cycle paths that join in
a network and give priority over road traffic where they meet. For most journeys, using a
bicycle should be easier than a car, and then the increasing pollution and congestion as the
area becomes more populated will be stemmed and the benefits of active travel realised. As an
example, the area around Borehamwood Shopping Park causes regular traffic tailbacks down
Theobald Street to past Red Road one way and to Shenley Road the other. At the moment the
car is seen as the only way to go there by most people, but it is a cyclable distance for most
residents (and there are various ways to transport shopping home apart from a one ton car).
There are many examples in other countries (and a few in the UK) of how to implement this
(especially in the Netherlands and Denmark), and we should be seeking to use the experience
of others to make a well planned move away from car-centric travel, rather than patching of the
existing piecemeal routes.

10/7/2022 1:12 PM

25 n/a 10/5/2022 9:04 PM

26 Why as a neighbourhood aren’t we utilising LTN (LOW TRAFFIC NEIGHBOURHOODS)? They
are definitely areas, especially around schools, that could really benefit from these. They
would also encourage people to use cars less which can only help local traffic issues that are
steadily getting worse & no sign of improving. Our Cycling plan needs a total do-over.
Pathways designated as cycle paths needs new/improved signage/paint. We have cycle paths
that literally just stop/disappear! What are we doing to encourage parents to walk their children
to school more often? With our local roads getting busier we should be encouraging more
cycling/walking to work/schools.

10/2/2022 8:44 AM

27 I walk over the fields etc with my family and dog. They needed to remain 10/2/2022 7:20 AM

28 Local walk to my house is the brook / aberford park and it is really lovely but so much of the
north side of borehamwood requires regeneration which so much council properties / flats being
knocked down.

10/1/2022 11:23 PM

29 Red road-Organ hall 10/1/2022 8:43 PM

30 I think walking loops across undeveloped countryside could be expanded. e.g. from the fields
east of Cowley Hill to Ridge and beyond, and towards Shenley. I think that ideally portions of
this land should be reserved to create wildlife corridors across larger portions of conected land

9/30/2022 11:35 PM

31 There are cycle paths which are not used already and far too many people cycling on
predestrian areas.

9/30/2022 9:47 PM

32 All these areas need improvement. A lot are unsafe for disabled, wheelchair users, visually
impaired, children, pram pushers. Trip hazards, uneven surfaces, potholes, cars parked on
pavements and footpaths as examples.⁸is

9/30/2022 6:49 PM

33 Walking route between Borehamwood and Radlett. The path in Maxwell Park to Tesco could
have a better surface, it gets muddy. Pedestrian access from station to Borehamwood high
street could be friendlier/better signposted.

9/30/2022 6:05 PM

34 not enough signage and poorly kept 9/30/2022 2:35 PM

35 Don't know any cycle routes enough m 9/30/2022 1:03 PM

36 The path from Potters Lane to the Scout centre is dangerous and needs widening. 9/30/2022 12:43 PM

37 Farm land on Cowley Hill 9/30/2022 12:37 PM

38 No. 9/30/2022 11:50 AM

39 Walking routes need regular maintenance as hard to pass once hedgerow gets overgrown 9/30/2022 9:36 AM

40 No 9/30/2022 9:13 AM

41 Preserve existing access and do it build on it 9/30/2022 9:02 AM

42 I dont cycle. Lots of amazing walking routes 9/30/2022 6:11 AM
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43 More signage for local walking routes with maps that include walking off the path, cycling
should be on road only

9/29/2022 10:28 PM

44 No. 9/29/2022 9:44 PM

45 I think bushes need to be kept neat on public roads/highways. As someone that uses a
mobility scooter at my worst i found it was really hard not to get hit in the face, or the path
nearly being completely overtaken. Mainly all the lead up towards Morrisons . Ideally more
cycling paths would be good for many people. Also holes needing to be filled in pavements to
avoid accidents.

9/29/2022 9:29 PM

46 more walking routes in open spaces 9/29/2022 9:04 PM

47 No - the walking routes through the fields are great. So are the routes through Aberford Park
and up the brook to the fields

9/29/2022 8:36 PM

48 Elstree station to most parts of town 9/29/2022 7:10 PM

49 Green Street to Shenley and Theobald Street to Radlett 9/29/2022 6:53 PM

50 Potentially more cycle paths 9/29/2022 6:44 PM

51 Massively improved 9/29/2022 6:23 PM

52 Feel like it is safe enough to cycle 9/29/2022 5:57 PM

53 Shenley Road shops could be much improved . The street is a disgrace and very sad to drive
down , considering we have many residents with disposable income

9/29/2022 5:54 PM

54 The walks and cycling routes to Shenley should be better as the roads are narrow and
speeding on such small lanes

9/29/2022 5:51 PM

55 No, although cycle paths with cars parked on them appears to be a waste of money 9/29/2022 5:28 PM

56 People walk and cycle all around Well End already which is great. The path along to the Scout
Activity Centre is extremely small and dangerous and could do with widening

9/29/2022 7:15 AM

57 Some of the footpaths are very overgrown. 9/28/2022 4:59 PM

58 No. There are plenty of cycling and walking routes currently as long as the green space
between Cowley Hill and Well End and the top of Borehamwood from Rossington Avenue/The
Campions upwards isnt unnecessarily built upon.

9/28/2022 12:36 PM

59 I'm open to walking routes being enhanced but not by the addition of tarmac, just keeping
hedges cut back along these pathways. Leave the trees etc.. alone

9/19/2022 4:33 PM

60 More walking routes would be appreciated to encourage spending time outdoors 9/18/2022 2:01 PM

61 Cannot walk on some pavements with parked cars. On theobald street towards the town centre
it is not uncommon to be forced to go out onto the road to continue towards the station. This is
dangerous and someone will get hurt.

9/17/2022 10:44 PM

62 Easier access to Scratch Wood as it’s such a lovely walking area. 9/17/2022 8:12 PM

63 Walking routes in Red Road Park need more maps, more frequent mowing and more dog poo
bins which may encourage more people to use them.

9/15/2022 2:02 PM

64 The roads in this area are completely unsafe for riding a cycle. The new Highway Code relating
to giving cycles a wide berth has caused a number of very near collisions between cars and
has totally been I’ll thought out. Instead of developing green areas for houses why not put
cycle and walking routes through them . There are not enough walking routes in the area and
the existing ones run along very busy polluted and unpleasant traffic routes. The internal
combustion engine will be with us for a long time and not everyone will be able to afford
electric or hydrogen powered vehicles. You must also make it illegal to use cycles and
scooters on public pavements. The pedestrian must have priority.

9/12/2022 10:03 PM

65 Brook Road is in need of a cycle lane (e.g. on the pavement like Furzhill has), especially as
the islands stuck in the middle of the road make it am especially dangerous road to cycle
along since when cars try to overtake, they are suddenly confronted with an island and so
have to swerve back to the left, risking hitting cyclists. Also, cycle lane on Furzhill road needs

9/10/2022 5:10 PM
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to be better linked up to the train station and then east towards the different schools in the
area.

66 Please dont waste money on this. Biking is fine and everywhere 30mph so safe for bikes as
not too many trucks etc.

9/10/2022 12:21 PM

67 Cycling in Borehamwood is a joke unless you like to risk death. No cycle lanes in key areas,
no enforcement from officials for those who break the rules and cycle on pavements for
example. Nobody cares anymore.

9/10/2022 10:27 AM

68 They are good 9/9/2022 1:54 PM

69 Nothing in wlatree 9/5/2022 8:07 PM

70 I do not cycle I do walk a lot. There is a Hertfordshire Walkers App and its free and they do all
the walks around Hertfordshire and map it out for you. I do feel that there are some lovely
walks around here but need to be advertised more

9/2/2022 10:54 AM

71 There are no decent cycle routes or bike provision at all. 8/28/2022 7:06 PM

72 Too old and infirm to use them 8/25/2022 9:07 AM

73 Cycling lanes are a pain, I'd get rid of them. 8/24/2022 8:49 PM

74 I do a bit of cycling and notice the council doesn't look after the cycle lanes ie; overgrown
hedges and cracks in the tarmac, cycle link to Barnet or Stanmore none existing. The cycle
link to Mill Hill is good. The lanes could be clearer.

8/24/2022 9:56 AM

75 Borehamwood to Shenley. Hiw are the children from Shenley able to walk down green street
when it is so over grown.

8/24/2022 9:50 AM

76 No 8/24/2022 9:04 AM

77 Cycling and walking very bad as people do not pick up their dog poo and no kids get covered
in I and its disgusting.

8/24/2022 8:24 AM

78 There really aren’t any for myself locally. I have to drive or take public transport to access
these.

8/24/2022 8:24 AM

79 Don’t know 8/24/2022 8:04 AM

80 Leeming road could be made safer 8/24/2022 7:30 AM

81 Around Aldenham Reservoir 8/24/2022 7:27 AM

82 Parents need to be improved on the high street (shenley road) as walking on them is becoming
more of a obstacle and the slabs are uneven, broken and also vert slippery when it’s raining
because they are smooth bricks in the pavement and not textured ones

8/24/2022 7:21 AM

83 No one uses the cycle lane on Furzehill road 8/24/2022 7:19 AM
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Q9 Are there any areas of Borehamwood or Elstree that you believe would
be more or less appropriate for future housing development? Please

explain why.
Answered: 92 Skipped: 37

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Unsure 12/3/2022 6:06 AM

2 Woodcock Hill Village Green/ Byron Avenue - an area of natural beauty being especially
important to enable local residents get close to nature.

12/1/2022 2:11 PM

3 Brownfield sites only should be used for developments. 11/28/2022 1:59 PM

4 Consider building high density housing near where people want to live. For example I was
really happy with the developments near the station. If near the station, fewer will drive
reducing requirements for parking. Parking encourages car journeys- looking at the town crier,
people dislike the traffic in the area, a solution to consider is removing parking spaces to
encourage use of alternatives such as bus routes and (New, Safe and High quality!) Bike
routes.

11/26/2022 1:20 PM

5 No 11/26/2022 8:05 AM

6 Yes we need to stop building houses and to maintain the greenery we have. The world needs
to take action on over population. This is not fair on people who like greenery and want to be
amongst it. its taking away my right to live my life as i wish. i step outside of my home and
only see roads and houses and big buildings. i dont like it. do i have to move. just stop
building. protect the community. The gov should deal with over population and find other
solutions.

11/25/2022 12:07 PM

7 No more housing in Borehamwood please. 11/24/2022 11:22 PM

8 Red Road behind the railway lines towards Radlet 11/24/2022 12:29 PM

9 No more housing development 11/23/2022 7:21 AM

10 The Council local offices could be turned into flats? 11/22/2022 2:45 PM

11 I've always thought that the last part of our boundary in Theobald St could have had a
Cantberry house block of flats built there. It used to have gipsies caravans there.

11/18/2022 10:06 AM

12 I don’t believe there are any appropriate areas left in BorehamWood 11/16/2022 8:57 PM

13 Any area marked as green belt land now should remain as that. That’s why it was designated
as green belt. A safe space and haven.

11/15/2022 7:18 PM

14 Save our green belt 11/14/2022 9:29 AM

15 No area of borehamwood is suitable for further housing. The area already lacks the necessary
services to support the ever growing community e.g schools, doctors,

11/13/2022 11:31 PM

16 No more housing. 11/13/2022 10:04 PM

17 9. Green Belt land is inappropriate if we are to protect our environment, flora and fauna,
agricultural ability and the wellbeing of our community. Any brown field sites are suitable for
development. The areas of Green Belt separating Elstree Village from Elstree and
Borehamwood should remain as to build on it would cause a coalescence of settlements. It is
already agreed a large field is to be used for an extension to the cemetery. As long as this is
left as an open aspect and not fenced in, this will still be open land and not cause additional
flooding issues. The area next to the Indian Restaurant on Barnet Lane could be considered for
building as it is not accessable - but only if it means the protection, ongoing maintenance and
sensitive development of Aldenham Reservoir in exchange. Any area of unused office /
industrial land (brown field) along Shenley Road is more appropriate for development. Any

11/11/2022 1:48 PM
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areas of green space amongst houses should be protected for use by residents. What the area
needs is truly affordable housing. There are some very high density properties in Barnet that
provide more accommodation, in a smaller area for a reduced cost. My daughter works locally
for the NHS and cannot afford to buy a property in the area - she is highly qualified but her non
London weighting salary does would not fund the small properties available in Elstree and
Borehamwood.

18 All areas as feel enough has been built. Difficult to get into Borehamwood these days as not
sufficient infrastructure

11/6/2022 10:34 AM

19 I think we have more than enough housing for the infrastructure we have. We would need more
schools, doctors, dentists and better roads before we keep building

11/1/2022 8:03 PM

20 More medical facilities 10/28/2022 9:14 AM

21 All the greenbelt should be respected and preserved, and there's no infrastructure to support
more houses and people

10/27/2022 10:22 PM

22 No more building, takes away schools and not replaced. 10/27/2022 7:16 PM

23 Little bushey lane 10/27/2022 6:13 PM

24 Not where I live because there is nothing here. 10/26/2022 8:02 PM

25 If you don't build additional schools and other infrastructure then additional housing puts a
strain on the existing facilities. Those things must be considered when granting permission for
super developments like Hertsmere Mews which it's quite clear this was not considered
despite over £1m being paid by the developer under the S106 Agreement

10/26/2022 3:30 PM

26 BBC Studios would be a great area to use as future housing - a huge plot already with two
separate areas of access to. Do we really need another studio in our locality - when Sky hasn’t
really employed locals either on its construction or now it’s open/ing. Use what green land we
have less

10/2/2022 8:44 AM

27 NOT ON GREENBELT!! 10/2/2022 7:20 AM

28 Cowley Hill could be further developed to be brought more in to Borehamwood as I think it’s set
further out.

10/1/2022 11:23 PM

29 I feel strongly that areas that are largely undisturved and which are rich in biodiversity should
be protected e.g. fields directly to the east of Cowley Hill. - If these spaces are distrubedm
they are largely lost forever, which is unfair on future generations

9/30/2022 11:35 PM

30 Brown field sites would be more suitable than green belt sites due to ecology and habitats. 9/30/2022 9:47 PM

31 Any Green Belt land should not be used for hosuing or other development. 9/30/2022 7:35 PM

32 To the north of the secondary school, I don’t agree with the views of some who shout about the
green belt being so special in this area. We need family homes (my family will not be able to
live locally) and everywhere else is built up. A balance is needed and some green field / belt
should be allowed to go to ensure good quality family homes with parks and open space.

9/30/2022 7:08 PM

33 I don't feel qualified to comment but would say the current infrastructure doesn't meet the
needs of the current residents so building further homes will only make matters worse.

9/30/2022 6:49 PM

34 I think the Green belt North of Borehamwood between Theobald Street and London Road, and
the Green Belt west of the train line are inappropriate for development. They protect the
character of the area and avoid urban sprawl to Watford and Radlett. The brownfield sites
identified in the draft Hertsmere local plan seemed appropriate for development.

9/30/2022 6:05 PM

35 woodcock hill to spread out housing and not all jammed into small areas 9/30/2022 2:35 PM

36 Enough housing already. No infrastructure 9/30/2022 1:03 PM

37 Green belt is a definite no. We need it. Factories around Manor Way, Chester Road potentially
and regeneration around Canterbury flats. You could use that space much better. Flats I hear
on top of the cinema etc would be good as close to the station and wouldn't need parking

9/30/2022 12:43 PM

38 Not now, there is already too much new build. Infrastructure is going to collapse. 9/30/2022 12:37 PM

39 Less appropriate for Cowley hill, it gives us a sense of space and keeps the areas with its 9/30/2022 12:27 PM
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nature

40 Brown field sites. 9/30/2022 11:50 AM

41 Do not build on the fields opps Crowley hill there’s already too much traffic and it’s unsightly 9/30/2022 11:34 AM

42 Need to stop cramming people into centre try building on outskirts towards
Elstree/Radlett/shenley using brownfield sites or converting unused buildings

9/30/2022 9:36 AM

43 Borehamwood is already over developed. No more needed. 9/30/2022 9:13 AM

44 Not on the greenbelt Explore all brownfield sites or building in other towns 9/30/2022 9:02 AM

45 I dont want anymore housing. The town is crowded and full of traffic there aren't enough
doctors. It's impossible

9/30/2022 6:11 AM

46 Borehamwood cannot cope with more housing developments. Its over populated and has lost
the charm it once had.

9/30/2022 5:14 AM

47 Woodcock hill area - it’s tucked away and not easy access on foot or well maintained paths.
Access could be also on Barnet lane. Also old police station sitting empty. But this should not
be high buildings to stop the people in bullhead road enjoying their homes. Must be social
housing only

9/29/2022 10:28 PM

48 No more houses. The area is already over populated. 9/29/2022 9:44 PM

49 I think its full enough. Only put houses in if you are going to put a new secondary school, at
least one more gp surgery and other services. Definitely not letting taylor wimpy build anything
on woodcock hill land.

9/29/2022 9:29 PM

50 where possible redevelop on brownfield sites only leaving the far and few green spaces for
natural habitat and the community to enjoy

9/29/2022 9:04 PM

51 Housing should not be built in green field areas. They need to be retained to maintain the
beauty of the area. Housing targets need to be revisited as there is not the same demand as
previously thought.

9/29/2022 9:04 PM

52 Borehamwood has been over developed for years with no new infrastructure. It is impossible to
get a doctors appointment, they have closed our clinic so we have to travel to Barnet Hospital
for a blood test. The roads are already congested and the air quality poor. I do not feel that
Borehamwood should have any more development. The other area's in Hertsmere have had
hardly any development for the last 5 years so it's time to development those area's.

9/29/2022 8:50 PM

53 Please I beg you not to destroy the Cowley hill fields. The wildlife would never recover and the
local people would love borehamwoods best asset.

9/29/2022 8:36 PM

54 Central and North Borehamwood are already over densified 9/29/2022 7:10 PM

55 Fields at the bottom of Allum Lane as these would not effect any other housing in the area 9/29/2022 6:53 PM

56 We have already lost masses of green spaces with Sky Studios - why would we want to get rid
of more? It doesn't make sense. The infrastructure isn't available to support more housing. The
accumulation of building would be a negative ripple effect which would be devastating for those
already living here.

9/29/2022 6:44 PM

57 I don’t know enough information on this subject. 9/29/2022 6:23 PM

58 Think it is already quite full, would be a shame to lose more green space 9/29/2022 5:57 PM

59 No . Use other areas , we are totally overbuilt. We don’t have the infrastructure. You can’t build
one without the other. Re develop the awful buildings that are derelict or an eye sore. Spaces
that falling apart, not our greenbelt!

9/29/2022 5:54 PM

60 Borehamwood is bulging and the traffic is chaos! 9/29/2022 5:44 PM

61 Area from Borehamwood to Shenley, north of Hertswood school should be left alone. Roads
cannot cope with extra traffic, not enough doctors etc. It would be over development.

9/29/2022 5:28 PM

62 The land on cowley hill is less appropriate. I bought my house because it made us feel like
we’re in the country. The traffic in the morning going into borehamwood just couldn’t cope with
development there as the school already makes the area congested. It takes forever to get out
of our driveway as it is.

9/29/2022 5:12 PM
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63 I don't believe in building on any Green Belt as it's not necessary given the Brownfield
opportunities that we still have from previously developed areas to use. The whole area
Canterbury flats and Leeming road could be looked at to see how this could be regenerated to
be nicer for the residents and maximise the space, with both areas is easy reach of facilities
and transport

9/29/2022 7:15 AM

64 Any green belt land should remain as it is. 9/28/2022 4:59 PM

65 We do not need any further development as it will be detrimental to the existing population 9/28/2022 1:50 PM

66 Unused brown fields and disused empty property should be fully utilised before even
considering destroying the green belt!

9/28/2022 12:36 PM

67 All of it but particularly elstree, radlett and Aldenham. I used to live in colindale and saw the
area totally ruined and overrun with all the new housing built. It leads to increases in anti social
behaviour etc.. we already have an aging population problem but also net migration adds to
this although I understand that's at a national level. We should not be victim to the hangover of
Blair's awful legacy. I moved here to enjoy the healthiness of living in a green area. I dont want
increased traffic, pollution etc.. this isn't London.

9/19/2022 4:33 PM

68 N/a 9/18/2022 2:01 PM

69 All areas seem densely populated. Maybe up-near new sky building some apartments could be
built.

9/17/2022 10:44 PM

70 More GP surgeries are needed before any more development happens. It’s almost impossible
to get an appointment as it is.

9/17/2022 8:12 PM

71 Theobald Street. The road simply cannot take the weight of current traffic let alone if a new
housing development were to be built.

9/15/2022 2:02 PM

72 DO NOT DEVELOP ANY MORE AREAS IN BOREHAMWOOD OR ELSTREE. THE AREA
CANNOT WITHSTAND ANY MORE TRAFFIC OR DWELLINGS . THE ROADS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE JUST SIMPLY CANNOT COPE. IF YOU WANT TO PRESERVE THE
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR PEOPLE WHO CURRENTLY LIVE IN THE AREA THEN DEVELOP
ELSEWHERE .

9/12/2022 10:03 PM

73 Borehamwood less appropriate. Already overcrowded without enough facilities. 9/12/2022 5:18 PM

74 The Hertsmere golf course could be developed on since 1) they are the correct side of the
town to be near the train station, 2) there is a golf course just north in Radlett (Ports Park Golf
Club), 3) golf course require a lot of watering and thus are environmentally unfriendly 4) they
take up a lot of room for the relatively few number of people that use it. The town shouldn't be
extended further east unless a new train station or tram link is built. The reservoir should
remain.

9/10/2022 5:10 PM

75 Behind Sky Studios and studio way. 9/10/2022 12:21 PM

76 Please no more housing. The town can't cope. Doctor surgery are closing their books as no
more capacity, no NHS dentist facilities, not enough school places, roads struggling to cope
with increased cars.... it's disgusting and needs to stop. Stop the corruption.

9/10/2022 10:27 AM

77 Woodcock Hill should not be developed for housing 9/9/2022 1:54 PM

78 More social housing needed for all ages 9/5/2022 8:07 PM

79 STOP BUILDING FLATS ON EVERY SQUARE INCH OF BOREHAMWOOD WE CANNOT
COPE!! Not enough doctors surgeries not enough schools not enough of anything!

9/2/2022 10:54 AM

80 Keep existing green spaces. NO development on Green Belt. 8/28/2022 7:06 PM

81 I feel that Borehamwood has no space available to build on we need descent roads and health
care facilities

8/26/2022 11:18 PM

82 go further out of town centres create new villages with transport links 8/26/2022 3:12 PM

83 No more blocks of flats! Houses, yes 8/25/2022 9:07 AM

84 No more development in the town centre or Elstree Way corridor - it’s already a nightmare
getting in and out of town

8/24/2022 11:16 PM
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85 Don't know. 8/24/2022 8:49 PM

86 Small areas around woodcock hill , but still leaving some of this area 8/24/2022 9:04 AM

87 The dump never opwn and you all wonder why fly tipping so much get more staff. 8/24/2022 8:24 AM

88 Area between radlett and borehamwood ? Now not accessible to the public as it has been
fenced off for years. (Theobald Street)

8/24/2022 8:24 AM

89 None. There has been too much house development in the last ten years with no additional
services such as schools, doctors, dentists etc.

8/24/2022 8:04 AM

90 No more house. 8/24/2022 7:27 AM

91 I understand housing is needed. However I strongly believe Borehamwood has been enough
development take place. There is not enough infrastructure. Doctors are full, roads are
gridlocked. Fire engines reduced etc.

8/24/2022 7:21 AM

92 Nowhere near Furzehill road - too much traffic and not enough access routes anyway. Also
why aren’t there double yellow lines on Hillside Avenue? It would save so much of the traffic
problems - especially when it’s raining and everyone tries to park near the schools there

8/24/2022 7:19 AM
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Q10 How would you like to see Borehamwood town centre evolve over the
next 10-20 years?

Answered: 98 Skipped: 31

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Unsure 12/3/2022 6:06 AM

2 Shenley Road should become a paved area allowing delivery vehicles access at certain points
during the day, only allowing bus / coach access with all other vehicles using alternative routes
to go around the town. Its a wider discussion around HCC traffic plan for the area.

12/1/2022 2:11 PM

3 Resolve the parking on pavements issue. remove the parking on street and provide wider
pavements with a cafe culture of outdoor seating

11/28/2022 1:59 PM

4 The end goal should be to pedestrianise it. Cars make it loud, unpleasant and polluted.
Consider looking at other similar high streets and the benefits that they received from being
pedestrianied - financial, social and economic.

11/26/2022 1:20 PM

5 Less eateries Encourage back variety of more local shops. 11/26/2022 8:05 AM

6 To remain the size it is but to plant more greenery around it. To maintain green areas. To stop
building more houses. To have more natural gardens to sit in.

11/25/2022 12:07 PM

7 A variety of shops on the high street and some upmarket bars/nightlife. Improvements to the
routes in and out of Borehamwood. 2 lanes going down to sterling corner from Furzehill/Farriers
Way roundabout.

11/24/2022 11:22 PM

8 No more food retailers or charity shop. Reduction in rent to encourage a more varied shop back 11/24/2022 12:29 PM

9 Less traffic / better gp surgeries / more pubs less restaurants 11/23/2022 7:21 AM

10 Crap. 11/22/2022 2:45 PM

11 More flowers butchers fresh fish 11/21/2022 6:22 PM

12 Not sure. 11/18/2022 10:06 AM

13 Much more diversified shops! No more take-away food outlets. Enforced ‘clean-up’ behind the
shops. Elimination of hidden drinking areas

11/16/2022 8:57 PM

14 Better roads in and out. 11/15/2022 7:18 PM

15 To look smarter. Better access at the station roundabout. 11/14/2022 9:29 AM

16 It would be nice if it was regularly maintained eg pavements and roads repaired, open shops
other than food outlets, barbers and nail bars

11/13/2022 11:31 PM

17 We need clothes shops and shoe shop. Some independent cafes that are open in the evening
would be nice. Less betting shops

11/13/2022 10:04 PM

18 I would like to see Shenley Road cleaned up and brightened up so it is pleasure to walk down
rather than a scruffy, dirty, grey obstacle course. The pavements need to be replaced or at
least deep cleaned and repaired. I have never seen this happen in 20 years. The planting is
non existent and as such shameful. The only decent planting is at the council offices. The
existing contractor would not work with a charitable organisation to improve the planting.
Please visit Hitchin to see how planting should be done. If cycling is to be encouraged the
roads should be pothole free and bike racks should be kept tidy (only been in existence for a
few weeks and already bikes are sprawled across the pavement). Please see point 1 for
additional points.

11/11/2022 1:48 PM

19 Less restaurants. Variety of retail shops required. 11/6/2022 10:34 AM

20 Better roads- better parking- a multi story car park where the boulevard is. Better shops-
shoes, clothes etc

11/1/2022 8:03 PM
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21 Just improvements & updated 10/28/2022 9:14 AM

22 Keep greenbelt, it is what makes area attractive and special 10/27/2022 10:22 PM

23 More secondary schools, doctors, NHS walkin centre 10/27/2022 7:16 PM

24 A shopper friendly area no traffic 10/27/2022 6:21 AM

25 I'd like to see it completely regenerated with no traffic in Borehamwood high street and I'd like
to see some regeneration in Elstrer

10/26/2022 8:02 PM

26 Cleaner, maintained well, the return of the market on a Saturday 10/26/2022 3:30 PM

27 I would love to see the majority of car parking spaces at the Borehamwood Shopping Park
replaced by a green public space (trees, flowers, public events...), a much pleasanter place to
visit, along with a reduction/re-routing of traffic along Shenley Road to also give the high street
a boost.

10/7/2022 1:12 PM

28 More parking, reduced congestion from Boulevard Roundabout . Cars going into and out of the
Boulevard cause massive delays on a daily basis and Shenley Road/Theobald St junction .
Serious problems with litter need to be addressed and dumping rubbish - this is becoming more
common

10/5/2022 9:04 PM

29 The first thing I would love to ‘evolve’ is the board at the train station that shows off stills of
past cinema stars that used BW. We need to show we are a ‘progressive’ town & have more
recent/modern faces on display - whilst we are proud of our past we are a town looking forward.
Maybe the “electronic” billboard that was used recently for political advertisements could run a
“loop” of iconic moments in BW TV/FIlm moments ie Barbara Windsor in Eastenders saying
“get out of my pub” being an Eastenders moment. I think the High Street needs a vast
improvement to entice a wider diversity of stores which in place would get more people
spending here. Why for example, is Radlett a smaller high street area but it has better access
to ‘independent” owned stores. Whilst I appreciate you can not stop the local landlords from
who they rent to but can you put more restrictions ie less food, nails. What can you do to turn
around empty properties on the High Street? Our Bi-Weekly street market needs to be up &
running asap? What as a local town council are you doing to facilitate this? We, as a town,
should be encouraging “pop-ups” of local businesses to the street market. Get those people
who buy a stall at a local craft fair (usually locals) to become seriously interested in being a
market stall holder - even on a free trial. We need to show off our individuality as a town to
encourage people to care for it, to have an investment in it.

10/2/2022 8:44 AM

30 More accessible for emergency services 10/2/2022 7:20 AM

31 It would be great to see a complete regeneration around Leeming Road and on North side as it
has so much potential to be lovely. I think of it like the country side of Borehamwood as it’s so
green and village like.

10/1/2022 11:23 PM

32 To stop too much building, losing the town feel that we had when I was a child here. 10/1/2022 8:43 PM

33 Fewer betting shoprt More spaces/ services that improve wellbeing and a community feel e.g.
family run cafes, bakery, etc

9/30/2022 11:35 PM

34 To be a safe place 9/30/2022 9:47 PM

35 Better transport provision, perhaps a hop on-hop off tram system from end to end. 9/30/2022 7:35 PM

36 Shopping is changing so it will evolve, resultants and cafes will help keep it alive. It is a
shame we don’t have a square or somewhere for events in the town centre and programme of
activities

9/30/2022 7:08 PM

37 Would like to see it greatly improved and upgraded. It is very drab and lacklustred. 9/30/2022 6:49 PM

38 Vibrant retail presence - residents should generally be able to do their shopping within
Borehamwood, and it should attract shoppers from Elstree, Shenley, Radlett etc. The town
should reduce the amount of vehicular traffic along Shenley Road between Theobald Street
and Eldon Avenue (the high street) to make the high steet more pleasant for shoppers and
improve air quality. Improved public transport reduces parking congestion at Borehamwood
Shopping Park.

9/30/2022 6:05 PM

39 mixture of shops good infrastructure doctors and transport. less parking on payments 9/30/2022 2:35 PM
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40 Better more diverse range of shops. 9/30/2022 12:43 PM

41 We need better infrastructure for high street. When busy it is a nightmare. 9/30/2022 12:37 PM

42 Happy with the way it is now 9/30/2022 12:27 PM

43 Leave it alone. Enough damage has been done. Of 9/30/2022 11:50 AM

44 Smarten it up and keep it clean more doctors/dentists etc complete the underground that was
abandoned

9/30/2022 9:36 AM

45 Tidied up, maintained and to give some help to local businesses 9/30/2022 9:13 AM

46 Maintain and enrich the high street Outdoor meeting and eating places 9/30/2022 9:02 AM

47 It’s fine 9/30/2022 8:07 AM

48 I'd like the roads less crowded - better traffic flow round the town. No more flats. Build houses
if more housing needed

9/30/2022 6:11 AM

49 Pedestrian areas, more shop selection, cleaner area. 9/30/2022 5:14 AM

50 More doctors, urgent care facilities, better public transport, more control with parking issues,
more shops and not takeaways , a place you can feel safe to walk around. Well maintained eg
grass cut regular weeding down and local areas litter picked. Also I would like the councillors
to work together and build a sense of community. What I really don’t want to see Morris Bright
bullying and Trolling Michelle Vince on Facebook.

9/29/2022 10:28 PM

51 Borehamwood shopping park is not set in a location to handle vast amounts of car congestion.
Instead, an indoor shopping centre should be built in a location that can handle the traffic
better, and does not create a bottle neck like the current shopping park does.

9/29/2022 9:44 PM

52 Reducing the rents on shops where they aren’t privately owned, or reducing council tax on
them. Business after business are struggling to afford to stay open. More charity shops as i
love them and so do most people. Less fast food places and restaurants. I don’t know if this is
under the councils control.

9/29/2022 9:29 PM

53 keep its existing green spaces, more development on brown field sites and more community
spaces

9/29/2022 9:04 PM

54 Retain green areas, parks and fields. Less housing is better to avoid turning the town into a
dump like other parts of London.

9/29/2022 9:04 PM

55 To still have a high street with shops. 9/29/2022 8:50 PM

56 Nurture its green spaces and maintain its high street 9/29/2022 8:36 PM

57 A mixed use high street with more public realm spaces; Renovate secondary shopping
parades like Leeming Road

9/29/2022 7:10 PM

58 Better shops and a better high street 9/29/2022 6:53 PM

59 Potentially more boutique shops to support local business and entrepreneurship with a lower
rent for them to survive. Fine dining restaurants, better traffic management

9/29/2022 6:44 PM

60 Less congested, more cycling and walking 9/29/2022 6:23 PM

61 Not more evolving - it is already busy as it is 9/29/2022 5:57 PM

62 Fields and parks looked after, respected and protected. Shops and stores and the street of
Shenley High street to be vastly improve, not just filled with restaurants, nail salons and the
likes of Lidl and Aldi!!

9/29/2022 5:54 PM

63 Pedestrianised and cleaned up 9/29/2022 5:44 PM

64 Less places to eat, but as I am not a business man, not really sure 9/29/2022 5:28 PM

65 I’d like to see building slow down but more DR’s and roads in and out of borehamwood. 9/29/2022 5:12 PM

66 More diverse shops rather than nail bars, barbers and food take aways. Good restaurants and
some night life!

9/29/2022 7:15 AM

67 More diverse shops and a decent market. 9/28/2022 4:59 PM
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68 Less congestion at peak times 9/28/2022 1:50 PM

69 It must not increase in size or population. Just improve the current infrastructure but
converting existing buildings into GP Surgeries/Dentists.

9/28/2022 12:36 PM

70 Tidy it up a bit by adding greenery to the high street. No high rises, no flats and no expansion,
only the upgrade of existing shops

9/19/2022 4:33 PM

71 More evolution of new places to eat and drink. Expansion of the shopping centre to allow for a
separate entrance and exit.

9/18/2022 2:01 PM

72 Hopefully nicer array of shops and restaurants. Modern facade on buildings with some
hopefully rebuilt. If there was a reduction of 50% on fast food outlets and estate agents it
would be a win win.

9/17/2022 10:44 PM

73 Bring back a department store. Encourage more of a village atmosphere by reducing the
parking on the high street and creating more outdoor seating for restaurants and cafes.

9/17/2022 8:12 PM

74 Improve the market and more variety of shops. Parking in the evening in the Boulevard should
be longer than 3 hours.

9/15/2022 2:02 PM

75 Unfortunately what has been done to increase the population without any thought or
consideration to the local peoples, I doubt anything would improve the situation. There is
totally insufficient car parking In the boulevard and high street. By building the Sky studios and
the other very large container complexes at the end of the town near the A1 you have created
extra traffic through the town. It should have been built further away so not as to cause
disruption to the town. Again not very good planning.

9/12/2022 10:03 PM

76 More unique shops and restaurants. A new market with quality products and artisan foods. 9/12/2022 5:18 PM

77 1) Resolving the congestion issue of currently only having 1-2 roads in and out of
Borehamwood, especially dealing with the pinch point of only having Allum lane (a single flow
of traffic in each direction) crossing the railway track. 2) More housing built on new proper
width roads with driveways and gardens (as opposed to yet more flats or new cramped house
builds on too narrow roads). 3) A tram link between the train station to the east of the town
(e.g. to where the Sky Studios are). 4) Increasing the capacity of the A1 Borehamwood north
junction (A5135). 5) Developing the Shopping Park to have a better variety of shops (not yet
more supermarkets). 6) Obviously the facilities and infrastructure to keep pace with the
increasing population.

9/10/2022 5:10 PM

78 As answered above early questions 9/10/2022 12:21 PM

79 Just make it pedestrianised. It would be so much more pleasant. And encourage smaller
business to take up shop by lowering or waiving rates and offering financial support towards
energy costs. You know, actually work for the people that you serve.

9/10/2022 10:27 AM

80 We are short of supporting infrastructure for the growing population - GPs, school spaces. The
roads are getting very congested - especially the roundabout near the station.

9/9/2022 1:54 PM

81 Needs more parking . Maintain the drive through the town. Reduce number of restaurant and
more everyday shops to be able to live and not just food restaurants

9/5/2022 8:07 PM

82 I would like to see a stop to building. I would like to see a major push in rubbish being
collected and police on the streets. I am born and bred in Borehamwood and I no longer feel
safe, not for a long time. We have the worst housing association in the history of man and
there is no community feel here anymore, people throw there rubbish dump the shopping
trolleys because they cant be bothered to return them, bicycles and electric scooters are
dominating the pavements you take your life in your own hands walking anywhere. Ringway
etc leave stuff laying about, theres a batch outside Hertsmere Borough Council which has
been there for about a year now, still no sign of it being collected.

9/2/2022 10:54 AM

83 Less concrete, more grass and planting. 8/28/2022 7:06 PM

84 Nhs hub. New secondary school. Swimming pool with flumes. Bowling cycle hubs. Park
rangers.

8/26/2022 11:18 PM

85 it's evolved rapidly in recent years so leave it alone 8/26/2022 3:12 PM

86 I’d like to see less food outlets and more shops that sell clothes, shoes etc. I have to board a
bus or two and go to Watford to buy clothes and presents

8/25/2022 9:07 AM
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87 Stop building more flats. We need green spaces or future generations have no chance 8/24/2022 11:16 PM

88 Retail shops are dying all over the country, Borehamwood is no different. 8/24/2022 8:49 PM

89 Without a doubt a tube extension to Borehamwood. My children have problems getting around
London, the train is not fit for purpose anymore. Borehamwood is a London dormitory town...
Please don't forget.

8/24/2022 9:56 AM

90 I d like it to still have a market. Be pedestrian in part. Have a eateries area. And scream its
history. Not knock it down.

8/24/2022 9:50 AM

91 More nightlife Better lighting 8/24/2022 9:04 AM

92 Borehamwood needs more infrastructure before more housing. Doctors, Dentists, Sports
facilities(indoor racket and team sports) a theatre, leisure centre.

8/24/2022 8:24 AM

93 Rents lowered to encourage branded retailers in. Cleaned up, we have planters that are totally
neglected, dangerous, uneven pavements etc

8/24/2022 8:04 AM

94 Diverse shops in town centre 8/24/2022 7:30 AM

95 No to expand so that Borehamwood Shenley Radlett Elstree just expand in to one massive
area.

8/24/2022 7:27 AM

96 Again, to be more of a safe space. We need more police, we need more environmental
investment to make borehamwood a clean and green town

8/24/2022 7:21 AM

97 Turn it into Radlett - nicer shops, less chicken shops and nail bars. Also please try and keep
the banks. Also that empty unit where Mod Pizza was should really be a soft play cafe. Can
you imagine the business?! There are so many young families in Bwood it would do well.

8/24/2022 7:19 AM

98 More like Radlett- more premium eateries, shops, supermarkets, services (hairdressers,
opticians). Less empty shops!

8/24/2022 7:12 AM
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Q11 How would you like to see Elstree village centre evolve over the next
10-20 years?

Answered: 77 Skipped: 52

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Unsure 12/3/2022 6:06 AM

2 Elstree village should have more parking facilities to allow shoppers or residents to park
vehicles. Also closing the high street through traffic, apart from busses and coaches,
restricting delivery times to take the weight of traffic off the high street which wasn't built to
take the type of traffic usage. Its a wider discussion around HCC traffic plan for the area.

12/1/2022 2:11 PM

3 It has a 'centre'? It's a loud and unappealing crossroad in my opinion. 11/26/2022 1:20 PM

4 No more housing or business buildings , less traffic more walk ways More parking for current
needs

11/26/2022 8:05 AM

5 As above. 11/25/2022 12:07 PM

6 No shops 11/24/2022 12:29 PM

7 Leave the village alone. Keep it's character 11/23/2022 7:21 AM

8 Leave it alone? 11/22/2022 2:45 PM

9 More excitement 11/21/2022 6:22 PM

10 Not sure 11/18/2022 10:06 AM

11 N/a 11/16/2022 8:57 PM

12 More shops that actually stay open. 11/15/2022 7:18 PM

13 A return to the village. The pub opened. Some sort of community. Less traffic. A by pass! 11/14/2022 9:29 AM

14 I would like to see more activities and facilities to draw people to the village. Many fro Elstree
and Borehamwood could walk there. At present, apart from Schopwick Surgery, I have no
reason to visit. I would like to see the return of a good pub with beer garden and a seperate
restaurant - if possible in the old buildings originally built for the purpose to retain the history of
the area. Other local facilities, such as a community centre, would be beneficial.

11/11/2022 1:48 PM

15 Less development 11/6/2022 10:34 AM

16 As above 10/28/2022 9:14 AM

17 More secondary schools, more doctors, walkin centre 10/27/2022 7:16 PM

18 Be the same as borhamwood 10/27/2022 6:13 PM

19 I'd like to see it completed regenerated with traffic by passed through Elstree and more shops
and safer places and proper pavements to walk to the shops at the least.

10/26/2022 8:02 PM

20 N/A 10/26/2022 3:30 PM

21 provision of a decent pub such as the Plough, their are no local pubs in walking distance for
local folk

10/5/2022 9:04 PM

22 Don’t know tbh 10/2/2022 8:44 AM

23 Better community spirit. 10/2/2022 7:20 AM

24 More housing in Elstree is required. 10/1/2022 11:23 PM

25 no views at this time 9/30/2022 11:35 PM

26 Reduce traffic congestion. The main juction is a nightmare. 9/30/2022 7:35 PM
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27 I don’t go to the village I live in borehamwood 9/30/2022 7:08 PM

28 Im not sure where elstree village centre is? 9/30/2022 6:49 PM

29 Decent shops 9/30/2022 1:03 PM

30 No opinion 9/30/2022 12:43 PM

31 As above 9/30/2022 12:37 PM

32 I don’t 9/30/2022 12:27 PM

33 Leave it alone 9/30/2022 11:50 AM

34 I don’t have a view 9/30/2022 9:13 AM

35 Not sure 9/30/2022 9:02 AM

36 As above 9/30/2022 6:11 AM

37 It should remain as it is 9/30/2022 5:14 AM

38 Not really know much about elstree but driving through it . Needs a bit of attention 9/29/2022 10:28 PM

39 I would hardly call Elstree a "village centre". I had to google map it to figure out what you were
going on about. I guess a small supermarket for the locals could be nice. Do not evict those
poor horses (I think, well they are animals with 4 legs) that live on the grass close by.

9/29/2022 9:44 PM

40 It’s perfect as it is. You could add another shop but really a village is meant to be small and it
has everything you need.

9/29/2022 9:29 PM

41 as above 9/29/2022 9:04 PM

42 Retain green areas, parks and fields. Less housing is better to avoid turning the town into a
dump like other parts of London.

9/29/2022 9:04 PM

43 Nurture its green spaces 9/29/2022 8:36 PM

44 Better public transport 9/29/2022 7:10 PM

45 It is a village and as such should remain a village 9/29/2022 6:53 PM

46 More parking, especially at the GP practice, more facilities - there are only two shops and a
pharmacy...

9/29/2022 6:44 PM

47 Stay at least as green as it is now 9/29/2022 6:23 PM

48 I want the space to stay green 9/29/2022 5:57 PM

49 The history protected and the buildings . Including the horse sanctuary , snd Aldenham park
we should have paddle boats, horse riding there etc

9/29/2022 5:54 PM

50 This could do with more development. There is no town centre as such and facilities are
mostly based in borehamwood.

9/29/2022 5:12 PM

51 Elstree needs to be developed to actually be a village rather than just a couple of roads. It has
no heart and soul. If it had space maybe where the old Plough or Artichoke pubs are to build
something similar to a Battlers Green Farm shop type area. Something that people would want
to go to.

9/29/2022 7:15 AM

52 More shops, less traffic. 9/28/2022 4:59 PM

53 I cannot see how it can evolve 9/28/2022 1:50 PM

54 Same as above 9/28/2022 12:36 PM

55 It's fine as it is. It'd be nice to have the old kiss kiss restaurant tenanted again with another
restaurant but nothing else. The charm of elstree is its a village, it should not lose its character
to a load of development. Just keep the roads maintained better. For existence, a drain has
been blocked for several months and nothing has been done despite being reported.

9/19/2022 4:33 PM

56 More lanes on street. Trafic is mental. 9/19/2022 1:06 PM
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57 Greater integration of Borehamwood and elstree to feel more homogeneous 9/18/2022 2:01 PM

58 A decent restaurant available. 9/17/2022 8:12 PM

59 n/a 9/15/2022 2:02 PM

60 Leave it untouched. It is a very pretty village centre and must not be changed to ensure the
heritage of the village remains and is not destroyed.

9/12/2022 10:03 PM

61 The junction improved to help traffic. A few small shops with easy parking outside the door. 9/12/2022 5:18 PM

62 No thoughts on this. 9/10/2022 5:10 PM

63 NA to me. 9/10/2022 12:21 PM

64 Traffic reduction. Will only happen if you stop accepting payoffs for more and more housing
developments, none of which are ever affordable homes either. Your corruption is evident and
reeks.

9/10/2022 10:27 AM

65 The main intersection where Barnet lane meets Elstree Hill is very tight to navigate and
dangerous - this intersection should be improved.

9/9/2022 1:54 PM

66 Keep as a village . There not enough parking in the village. Make Better community spaces
and facilities for all residents . To look at the parkjng on slthe estate as not enough spaces
take out the name And out in parking bays

9/5/2022 8:07 PM

67 Does not affect me I don't go there 9/2/2022 10:54 AM

68 Green spaces preserved, decent cycle routes to Borehamwood. 8/28/2022 7:06 PM

69 more choice of individual shops less food outlets charity shops and grooming parlours/ nail
bars. give more incentive to new individual/artisan traders by offering a stair-cased rent after
year 1 of trading. more electric car charging and car clubs

8/26/2022 3:12 PM

70 Don't live in Elstree. 8/24/2022 8:49 PM

71 I'd like it to still be a village 8/24/2022 9:50 AM

72 N/a 8/24/2022 9:04 AM

73 Getting different council leaders over charge on council tax bins not collected every week
road's are terrible. Money grabbing greedy council.

8/24/2022 8:24 AM

74 Where is Elstree village centre! 8/24/2022 8:04 AM

75 No to expand so that Borehamwood Shenley Radlett Elstree just expand in to one massive
area.

8/24/2022 7:27 AM

76 Why can’t we turn right at the traffic lights?! It causes so much traffic and would make so
many journeys so much easier!

8/24/2022 7:19 AM

77 More heritage feel with a really good quality country pub 8/24/2022 7:12 AM
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Q12 We want to ensure that we receive a broad range of responses from
across the community. We would therefore be grateful if you could answer
the following questions for statistical purposes.What age bracket do you

fall into?
Answered: 106 Skipped: 23

Total Respondents: 106
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Q14 What is your employment status?
Answered: 108 Skipped: 21

TOTAL 108
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